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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
When the local sardine business of 43.790 feet, and furnishing ample was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
“Nothing short of magic" is the Tiie highlight of this section Is a 1
was established in 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
general
comment on the remark new type counter, invented by and
gets In lull swing—and that lies space for 275 workers.
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
able weekend transformations made built under directiton of M. B. Perry
wholly in the lap of the gods, and • So when the whistle blows this
at Perry's big Main street market,
year the parade to the old "Five
in the minds of the finny critters
now completed. Without losing an J
Kilns" will look like military oc
[EDITORIAL]
known as herring—a tall, good na- cupation in Europe.
instant's business time tiie huge
tured manufacturer by the name of I But the plant has had still an
store has been entirely remodelled
INCOMES ARE INCREASING
with amazing speed and skill. Last
Alvin C. Ramsdell. will be the pre other addition this winter, a oneweekend the new Tile-Tex floor
Income pajTnents to residents of Maine in 1938 attained
siding genius over the largest sar story frame building 32x60 feet
was laid and the finishing touches
the impressive total of $390,000,000, or about $453 per man,
dine factory on the Maine coast. j which will be ready, when the
given the “Aladdin's Lamp" stunt
woman and child, according to statistics Just made public by
In former years it operated wholly season opens, for wrapping and
of April 7.
Secretary of Commerce Harry L. Hopklns. In 1929 the per
in the main building—a structure storage purposes.
• • • •
capita
payments
were
$582
From
that
year
until
1938
there
The
word
to
the
eastward
is
not
72x250 feet, having two floors, and
On the night of April 6 at closing
was
a
steady
decline.
Estimates
for
1939
indicate,
the
report
providing accommodations for 225 very reassuring, for the Eastport
time all was as usual at Perry's
says, that payments havp improved substantially over 1938.
(By Tiie Roving Reporter)
and Lubec lookouts have spied nary
operatives at one time.
except for several huge trucks wait
About two-thirds of the $389.000000 total paid out In the
Broad visioned Mr. Ramsdell, a fish.
ing outside and many capable look
form of income to residents of Maine in 1938 took the form of
pushing this plant to capacity, saw
The outlook as to market is much
ing workmen standing by. Mon
Apropos of the suggestion made
Sunday and yesterday Winter ap
salaries, wages and other labor Income < direct and work relief
the need of enlarged quarters and more encouraging for the old stock
day morning passersby rubbed their
In thia column the other day ia the peared to be lingering in the lap
and
unemployment
benefits,
workmen's
competition,
pension
has put in readiness a new shop is pretty well cleaned out and there
eyes, for they found an entirely
following communication from E. of Spring. Summer hoping it will
payments, and related Items). One-sixth of the total went to
with one floor 190 feet long and will not fall to be an increased de
new and up-to-the-minute market
W. Porter (formerly of Rockland) have an early Fall.
owners
of
securities,
mortgages
and
real
estate.
One-sixth
40 feel wide, giving a total floor mand owing to the suspension of
installed and doing business, a
which appeared recently ln the New
went to owners of unincorporated enterprises. Salary and
space, for manufacturing purposes imported flsh.
complete change, save for the b3re
York Sun:
William W Smith of the Copper
wage items declined in relative importance from 62 percent
walls of the building.
"Trades people who depend large Kettle staff treasures among his
of total payments in 1929 to 50 percent ln 1938. Other labor
money ls available for this work
First glance gives an impression
ly on Easter trade for their spring collections a Jar of raspberries.
Income Increased markedly in almost every year, rising from
during the next fiscal year.
of roomineas and of gleaming, im
volume report a very poor business The berries were picked 27 years ago
2 percent of total payments In 1929 to 7 percent ln 1908
maculate
cream
Marsh-tile
walls,
this
year. They generally attribute by hls father, the late David Smitlh
Entrepreneurial Income (income of self-employed persons)
Lobsters Two and Three
carried through even to the celling,
Morris B. Ferry, head and founder this to the extremely cold weather of Ash Point and look as natural
from unincorporated businesses accounted for 16 to 19 per
the walls decorated with stainless of Uie widely known Perry Markrts. which prevailed. If they are again as the day they were picked in a
Inches Long To Be
cent of total payments In all years from 1929 through 1938.
steel trim and green moulding The
subjected to a comparable loss it nearby pasture.
Caught A* Experiments i Sergeant Merle E Cole of the
Dividends, Interest and rents provided a higher proportion of
windows are done in the same himself. It is a display face coun will be their own fault. It will
■ —
i Maine State Police lost his left eye
total payments In the lower income years, moving up from
scheme.
Every department is ter which serves all the purposes be recalled that at their request (?)
A Camden correspondent writes:
For two years now the State De- an(j received other injuries in an
18 percent of the total in 1929 to 21 percent in 1933 and down
“It may be of interest to your
changed and several new ones of the straight front counter but Thanksgiving was pushed ahead by
partment of Sea and Shore Fish explosion at hls home ln Vassalboro
to 17 percent ln 1938
added, all in the interest of cus adds a most attractive plate glass the Oreat Iyam last year to give re i column to know of two groups of
eries has been rearing and releas Sunday. Dr. R. L. McKay of Au
tomer convenience.
tailers more business. Why not ask lour generations in the Nakh fam
display feature.
ing fourth stage lobsters on better gusta said.
HULL OUTRATES ROOSEVELT
Instantly taking the eye is the
The rear wall except for the him to delay Easter until good ily: George E. Nash, great-grand
known beds all along the coast
Dr. McKay said Cole was destroy
father; Harold H. Nash, grand
vegetable and fruit island, so called, entrance to the storehouse and weather is assured?
That President Roosevelt, after all, is not the “whole
During the coming summer season ing dynamite caps by throwing
newest of the new ideas in modern basement section, is given over to
'The religious angle should not father; Lawrence L. Nash, father;
cheese”—to use a homely expression— is shown in the latest
a series of experimental fisheries to them in a bonfire when they ex
scientific merchandising True to groceries and an attractive new de prevent such an adjustment. The and Lawrence P. Nash, son (2‘4
survey made by the American Institute of Public Opinion, ln
determine the results of tliis ac ploded before he reached safety.
its name, it occupies the center partment in immaculate white and fact tiiat Thanksgiving was Insti years). All are men.
the
first
of
two
trial
heats,
he
was
pitted
against
Senator
tivity will be carried on. according Some fragments entered his left
On the other side. Mrs. Harold
space with fruits and vegetables stainless steel given over to milk, tuted as a religious observance did
Vandenberg and was found to lead the latter by 53 percent
to Commissioner Greenleaf.
eye and caused internal injuries.
Nash's
family are: Mrs. Georgia T.
displayed
on
all
fronts.
The
high

not
prevent
the
established
date
to
47
In
the
second
trial
heat
an
expression
of
opinion
was
cream,
butter
cheese
and
general
He said that biologist Leslie Scat
At the Augusta General Hospital
ly interesting feature is that all dairy products.
from being pushed ahead for the Pendleton, great-grandmother; Mrs
asked as to the relative merits of Secretary of State Cordell
tergood was building 50 special Cole was reported in "fair condi
the products are constantly venti
Hull and Senator Vandenberg. The result was: Hull, 58 per
An interesting angle in the lay declared purpose of stimulating Mary P. Nash, grandmother; Mrs.
traps designed to catch lobsters no tion" but Dr. McKay said the full
lated
wlh
currents
of
cool
fresh
air,
cent;
Vandenberg.
42
percent.
The
surprising
part
of
the
sur

ing
of the Tile-Tex rubber flooring. trade. Why should Easter be ob Edith N. Pratt, mother: Miss Suz
larger than two to three Inches extent of the injuries could not be
for
all
the
bins
are
equipped
with
vey is that Cordell Hull is shown to be 5 percent setronger
2100 carefully fitted pieces, was the served according to custom If. by anne Pratt, daughter (one year).
long. This gear will be used exten determined until X-rays had been
stainless steel barred bottoms raised request of the workmen for a 100 delaying it a week or so. more hats AU of the feminine sex. Miss Pratt,
than
Roosevelt
In
the
Roosevelt-Vandenberg
test
the
East
sively on all lobster fishing areas examined fully,
the baby, also has a long line of liv
over the cooling base which is so degree temperature Sunday to fa and bunnies may be sold?"
Central and West Central States registered for Vandenberg,
to determine the number of young-----ing aunts, namely: Mrs. Louise Huff
drained that ice may be kept amid cilitate the compact laying of the
while
the
New
England,
Middle
Atlantic
and
Western
States
sters coming up to help swell the “A READER” IS RIGHT
Walk northward on Union street ' of Pittsfield, aunt; Miss Alta Pen
such artitcles as fresh greens, let sections. There are few heating
were
for
Roosevelt,
as.
of
course,
the
Southern
States
were.
commercial catch. He believes that i
Union. April 12
tuce, etc.
systems able to deliver and main any night and approaching the dleton of Camden, great aunt;
the future trend of the catch can ! Editor of the Courier-Gazette:—
The huge meat counter occupies tain such a demand, but the recent corner of Masonic street you will Mrs. Alta Tibbetts of Rockland,
PRESIDENT
GREENE'S
CHARGES
be ascertained in this manner.
The copper coin which Earle
the full northern wall in conjunc ly installed automatic blowers kept notice the bright light high up in great, great aunt; Mrs. Mathilda
Plans are underway for an ex Freeman recently dug up on Broad
William Oreene, president of the American Federation of
tion with the Birds' Eye Frozen the mercury well over 95 all day in the western end of the Universalist Ellingwood of Hampden, great,
tensive summer rearing program, street is, I believe, a hard times
section. The fine new case, run spite of the high wind and heavy Church, and you will wonder what great, great aunt (93 years old).
Labor, hints darkly that John L. Lewis, the CJ.O. boss, “is
several improvements having been token or Jackson O^nt. They were
ning the entire depth of the great storm. Incidentally it is the re ls going on there. Then direct
secretly planning a political revolution to make himself
made at the Oov. Barrows station I issued from 1834 to 1841 during the
One year ago: The scallop season
store is the latest type G. E cooleo moval of the radiators which to a your steps up Masonic street, and
'dictator of the United States.’ " Looks as if dictatorship is
during the winter. Greenleaf said great political fight over the cur
stainless steel construction and dis large extent made possible the pres after you have walked about 100 ended, prices and catches having
coming to be a popular idea
that he expected to purchase, mark rency question. One coin bearing
feet you will find the mystery ex both been disappointing—High
plays meats and sea foods to per- ent remodelling.
and release a large number of seed the date 1837 has a Tortoise carry
School minstrels were a big success
plained.
lect advantage. The "Birds Eye"
• • • •
LOTS OF BUILDING AHEAD
lobsters this year.
ing a safe on his back, and the
with
Albert McCarty as interlocutor.
is conveniently located near the
Morris B Perry and son Earle C.
He said that every effort was be words Executive Experiment, on one
Four kittens whldh first saw —John A. Frost, Jr., 4, son of a
Residential and non-residential building contracts awarded
door ln keeping with its rapidly unite in their appreciation of the
ing made to secure federal funds side. On the reverse is a running
in the six New England States had a combined March total of
increasing popularity.
many kind words said of the new light of day in the basement of former Rockland man was fatally
for the continuation ot Scatter- donkey with the inscription “1 fol
$13,747,900. which included a 101 percent rise over February's
The full depth of the southern plant. The Pern's maintain a high the Thorndike Hotel a few days I burned in Jefferson.—Walter Gay,
good’s work after the 1st of July. low in the steps of my illustrious
$6,835,000. The larger March volume was recorded for resi
wall Is taken up by the grocery de ideal of what the public should have ago, have already worked their principal of Warren High School
A Reader
dential work in New England. Dodge reports reveals that con
Under the present arrangement no predecessor".
partment and bakery section, fea for service and this beautiful new way Into the affffectlons of the was elected president of the Tritracts for work and materials were valued at $8250,000. Here,
turing the interesting doughnut ma >tore, coupled with the splendid hotel staff and "regulars." They County Baseball League —County
the classification gain was 85 percent. In February the resi
chine adjacent to the Main street Park street market represents the are of nondescript nationality, but Attorney Jerome C. Burrows was
dential total was at $4,416000 These figures are impressive
window. New stainless steel shelv fulfillment of their ambitions to pedigree is lost to sight when one . admitted to practice before the
JU. S. Veterans' Administration.
and have a pleasing sound.
ing displays the goods to advant bring the best to Rockland and views their cute actions.
age
as
do
the
counter
dispensers.
Knox
County.
i : RADIO SHOW : :
' presence of an interested gathering
phony" as an offertory. A trio com
FRIDAY, APRIL 19
numbering close to 200. The re- {junior vice commander; Hector
posed of Mrs. John Smith Lowe,
Mr. Smith, told of the liason set
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
Officers ofV?F. W. and , spectlve installing officers were Richard ot AuBum, department up; Mr. Martin of membership and
Mrs. A. B. Cooper Jr., and Miss
For
Women
Connected
Leroy IP. Smith of Auburn VF/W. adjutant; N. J. Frechette of BiddeMATINEE AT 3 JO P. M/—ADMISSION 10c AND 25c
With Auxiliary Societies Adelaide Cross sang two numbers
EVG. AT 8 P. M.—ADMISSION 35c; Children under 12 years, ltc
liason officer at Togus; and Mrs. J ford, department bicycle safety Mr. Weiman of poppies,
Auxiliary Enter Upon
"The Eyes cf the Lord Are Upon
j
Mrs.
Smiths
suite
consisted
of
Of the Universalist
Featured will be Jimmie and Dick, famous WEEI artists; Cora
.Emma
Smith
of
Auburn
national
Duties—Impressively
chairman; Henry De Hetre of Bid
Deane, Louise Pearson the Sunflower Girl, and
Mrs.
'Rose
Weiman
of
Auburn,
de

[District
Council.
the Righteous" by Hyatt and
Denomination
deford, department color bearer;
Installed
BILL ELLIOT, the Singing Cop; plus Local Artiste
j In Mr. Smith’s suite were Wil Lawrence J. Hamlin of Rockland, partment senior vice president; Mrs.
TWO-GUN ATWOOD
A very beautiful and impressive "Prayer of Consecration” by ProThe officers of Huntley-Hill Post. liam Martin of Biddeford depart department surgeon; Annlbal Rome Jessie Dewitt of Belfast, depart
42-43-45-46-47
Dedication Service for all women theroe.
VF.W. and its Auxiliary were in ment commander; Charles O. Wei- of Biddeford, department sergeant; ment musician; Mrs. Lora Boynton
connected with the various auxili
stalled Sunday afternoon at their man of Auburn, senior vice com Oliver R. Hamlin of South Thom of Rockland, president of District
ary societies of the Universalist HOLIDAY HOURS APRIL 19
No
6;
Mrs.
Gladys
Hamlin
of
South
new hall on Water street in the mander; William Fish of Bangor, aston, department safety chairman:
Holiday hours will be observed at
Church was held In the vestry Wed
Floyd Preble of Bath, department Thomaston, department oolor bear nesday night. April 10 These m»*t- the Post Office Patriots Day as fol
chaplain and Edmund Morrisette of er; Mrs. Gladys Pechier of Bangor, Ings are held arnual'.y throughout lows; Money Order and Registry
Brunswick, department patriotic in department president; Mrs. Mar the entire denomination, and nave Windows will be closed all day.
guerite Annis of Bangor, depart
structor.
FRIDAY ON THE STAGE—IN PERSON
ment secretary and Mrs. Elizabeth come to be an important lealurc of Oeneral Delivery and Stamp Win
dows will be open from 7 a. m. to
French
of Auburn, department the church's y»arly program
h
RADIO’S
The
service
is
the
same
In
each
1 p. m. There will be one trip made
, treasurer.
Officers of the Huntley-Hill post church, and was arranged this year by carriers ln forenoon. RFD. car
are: Oliver R. Hamlin, commander; by the women of the Washington, rier will make regular trip in after
Albert J. Brickley, senior vice com D. C. mission circle, the basic noon. All Special Delivery and
WITH THE
mander; ’Charles Hill of South thought being the slogan “Let There Perishable Mail will be delivered.
Those who have listened to BETTY MOORE on the air for
Thomaston.
Junior vice commander; Be Deeds. These words were let Star Routes will operate on regular
the past several years will be delighted to learn that the American
Lawrence
J.
Hamlin, quartermaster; tered in gilt behind an altar draped schedules. Malls will be received and
Legion Auxiliary is bringing Miss Moore to Rockland. She will
in white upon which were a large dispatched as usual. Corridor will
468 MALN ST., ROCKLAND. ME. Vernon Oiles, quatermaster and
be here April 17 and will give a lecture on Color Styling at the
gilt cross, gilt candlesticks and a be opened from 5 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.
(Opposite
The
Courier-Gazette)
George
Leonard
of
Rockland,
officer
Legion Hall, at 2.00 P. M.
vase of white roses. Those who took J
46-47
Come in and see this modern, of the day,
IN THEIR
Color can be used to do much more than create harmonious
Officers of the auxiliary installed part in the service wore choir robes
newly decorated restaurant with
arrangements and backgrounds and Miss Moore will explain and
Tiie Young People's Finnish Re
WESTERN JAMBOREE
the only open kitchen in Rock were: Mrs. Helen Nield of Rockland, and formed a processional at the
illustrate how to use color to accent the good features of a room
land.
opening
of
the
service,
which
was
lief
Committee has donated $25 to
AND
president; Mrs. Lillian Horn of Bel
and to subdue bad features. Her lecture will tell how to use color
SPECIAL OPENING MENUS
fast, senior vice president; Mrs. of a liturgical nature, conducted by tho yam fund of Knox County
to make narrow rooms appear wider, to make small rooms seem
Sarah Day of Union. Junior vice the president Mrs. John Smith Chapter, American Red Cross.
TURKEY DINNER
more spacious, and to make low rooms appear higher.
president; Mrs. Gladys Hamlin of Lowe, with responses and hymns Other recent contributions incuded: Mrs Oeorge Harkness, $2;
She
will
explain
how
to
use
color
properly
on
the
exterior
Singing, Dancing, Roping and Plenty of Comedy
MARINE BLUE PLATE South Thomaston, treasurer; Mrs. by the audience.
Mrs. E. F. Glover read the Scrip Frances Roberts, Taunton, Mass.,
of the home, how to give style and smartness to the home of little
Edna
Hill
of
South
Thomaston,
sec
50c
Plus Special Added Attraction at the Matinee
ture lesson from the Oospel of St. and Port Clyde, $10; and two
architectural beauty and to correct and give stylish appearance
These are complete dinners. retary; Mrs. Ellura Hamlin of
Funds are
to the poorly proportioned home.
for Children
Dessert, Coffee and all.
Rockland, chaplain; 'Miss Shirley John and the prayers were in unison friends, $1 each.
led by Mrs. Lowe. Mrs. J. A. Jame urgently needed for the purchase
Miss
Moore's
lecture
will
br
of
particular
interest
to
home
Torrey
of
Rockland,
patriotic
in

Visit "The Open Kitchen."
5
EXTRA CARTOONS
5
owners and the public is cordially invited. There is no admis
structor and Mrs. Eleanor Cousins son read an address on "Women At of yam for use In knitting clothing
You will be cordially welcome.
for refugees in Finland and Poland.
NOTE: “The Open Kitchen" will be [of Rockland, guard.
sion charge.
Mrs. Emma Home Or at Work", Mrs. H. P.
NEW'S REEL
CHAPTER 2 "ZORRO’S FIGHTING LEGION”
operated by Otis R. Lewis, proprie
Other donations include $5 from
Blodgett,
another
on
"Woman
and
Smith addressed the meeting on the
tor of Trail's End. as a year round
proposition
Trails End will be
Her Church", Miss Ellen Cochran, Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary and
National
Home
for
Orphaned
Child

ON THE SCREFN
PRICES ALL DAY
open as usual.
Refreshing Coca Cola will be served
another on "The Universalist Wo $1 from a friend.
FRIDAY SATURDAY
ren in Michigan.
25c, 35c
man In the World" and the fourth
by Mrs. Annie Frost was on "Wo YOUR FAVORITE POEM
DOOR
PRIZES
WILL
BE
GIVEN
CHILDREN 10c
men United". Mrs. Faith Berry and
K I had my life to lira a
DON’T MISS IT!
Miss Margaret Stahl playea the would
AT ALL TIMES
hare made a rule to rear
EVERYBODY WELCOME
Andante from Beethovens Unfin Poetry and listen to some mi
least
once
a week. The loss of
THREE SHOW'S
ished Symphony and a selection tastes ls a loss of happiness.—<
Darwin
from Schubert's "Unfinished Sym2.00—6.30—8.36
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

A. C. Ramsdell’s Requirements For Sardine
Packers Will Call For 275 This Season

Morris B. and Earle C. Perry Give
Rockland An Amazingly Different Store

In Special Traps

Sgt. Cole Injured

JIMMIE AND DICK

Dedicatory Service

They Took The Chairs

FIRST ROCKLAND APPEARANCE

A RADIO STAR

LONE PINE MOUNTAINEER
SONS OF IHE WESTERNERS

TO VISIT ROCKLAND

OPEN TOMORROW!

“THE ft
OPEN KITCHEN

■nd id. NOVELTY BOYS

BARN DANCE REVUE

“TRAVELMANIA”

Use Mnorfl Paint

PERRY’S PARK STREET MARKET

THE FLAG OF TRUCE

FRIDAY, APRIL 26—AT 8.00 O’CLOCK
YOU’LL BE ENTERTAINED WITH

BENEFIT BEANO

SONGS, DANCES AND PIANO NUMBERS

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
I. O. O. F. HALL

BEAUTIFUL COSTUMES FROM MANY COUNTRIES
ROUND TRIP TICKETS: ADULTS 35c; CHILDREN 15c
4S&48

Chair for Door Prize. Something
given away every half hour 46‘lt

flag of truce. O let us raise;
with none other can we praise;—
flag Of truce. O let us raise;
flag of peace, bathed In Heaven's
light
It floats upon the balmy air
The angels' message doth It bear
To every mountain, hill and glen:
"Peace, peicp cn earth good wlU

The
Ood
The
The

toward men "
—Alice

May Douglas

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Every-Other-Day
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HEAR "THE SINGING COP

Field And Stream

Sonny Dwyer’s Job

“Look-See” Instrument Reads Heat of Molten Iron

St George Boy Goes

Some late outdoor notes gathered
From Rumford To Be
along Maine s fish and game trails.
Football Coach In Glens
• • • •
Falls, N. Y.
Tlie fishing situation remains
about the same with still plenty of
In local sporting circles there is
ice and no open water worth men interest in the announcement that
tioning. As up-state lakes and
Basil S. Dwyer lias been elected
ponds arc out of the question for a
long time the boys are anxiously to an important coaching position
„ watching Sebago which is produc in Olens Falls. N. Y
ing no encouragement for imme
In case you don't know who Basil
HOW TO SING FOR MONEY
diate action. In fact many of the Dwyer is the sports editor hastens
oldtimcrs are seriously guessing that to explain that it is our old friend
By Charles Henderson Publish
I it will be at least the 25th before
er, Oeorge Palmer Putnam Inc.,
“Sonny ' Dwyer, who helped make
warden supervisor Verne Black can the St. Oeorge baseball team ore
Hollywood, Calif.
declare tlie lake legally open for of the finest amateur outfits in the
This book gives to the pupil the
I action.
Art and Business of Singing Popu
State.
No luck has been reported at the Here is what the Lewiston Jour
lar songs professionally. Deems
Bangor Salmon Pool and but lew nal says about it:
Taylor, that master of music, has
fish have been taken from the Pool
said, “I find this book entertain
“Basil S. Dwyer, coach at Ste
below the Wyman Dam at Bingham. phens high school. Rumford, lias
ing, faintly cynical and at the same
Brook fishing is scattered but fairly been elected assistant football coacli
time an immensely illuminating
prolific in some spots.
discussion of a subject tliat so far
at Glens Falls. New York. High
Even though sporting camp own School, according lo word received
as I know has never before been
ers in tlie southern sections are .from there, and he will report next
adequately covered. It ought to
losing plenty of cash customers as faU<
kecnly fcU Uj
be a liberal education for anyone
who aspires to sing popular songs.
a result of Uie late season they are Rumford where lie has been very
As a matter of fact many an as
no more disturbed than Inland popular and efficient.
piring concert singer might find in
Fisheries and Game Commissioner
"in moves to accommodate tlie
it much food for thought.
George J. Stobie He figures that over-capacity enrollinrut at the
This book is filled with good
the department s loss in license Glens Falls senior high school, tlie
common instruction, has much
revenues will run into many thou board of education voted lo crowd
backstage views of show business,
sands of dollars—money that could an additional classroom perkpd in
and for the comfort of a waiting
very well be used in maintaining to tlie school day and engaged an
public has instructions for micro
| and increasing his organization's
other teacher and assistant foot
phone and radio singers that is
propagation and conservation ac ball coach. Tlie new system will
sadly needed. It combines the au
tivities.
be effective next fall.
thority of an exceptional textbook
• • • •
"After checking over many candi
and much fun in Incidents and ex
Research Director Joe Stickney
dates
Basil S. Dwyer, son of Char
amples.
reports a great increase in wood
lie Dwyer. Hebron Academy ath
There is general instruction for
, duck in Maine and predicts an
letic director and former coach, was
screen singing and public work
open season on this specie in the
selected. In addition to helping
The art ot making the public feel
near future.
in the football coaching deoartment
the song you give them is carried
• • • •
he
will teach geometry and social
out in 12 telling steps that should
In a recent release it was erron
Bill Elliot Is the outstanding radio pear with this show is Two Gun
studies.
be heeded by every singer.
artist that Jimmie and Dick will Atwood. The Bay State Singing eously stated that due to the es
"Dwyer received hls A. B Degree
Listen to the melody, reading the
Cowboy. A big fellow, full of fun tablishing of a definite opening date
bring with them on April 19 for
from Bowdoin College, and has
lyric over to yourself.
who has a fine voice well adapted in Piscataquis county, fishing would
Learn the melody perfectly with their big radio show at the Rock- to western songs. Tlie balance of be legal in Moosehead on April 25th spent three summers working for
out the words.
lland Community Building. He is the troupe will be those headliners regardless of whether Uie lake was his Masters Degree at Bates College
In addition he has spent three sum
Determine the proper key.
(known ov„ the alr as ,.The gmg. Jimmie and Dick. Cora Deane. The
entirely free of ice. The new law mers in coacliing schools at Boston
Recite the words aloud and grasp ing Cop". Possessing a fine bari Kansas City Kitty. Louise Pearsdesignates that you can fish any
University and one summer at
their meaning.
tone voice, he is considered one of son. The Sun Flower Gtrl, and that where there is a patch of open
,
.
_
.
„
.
i Bates.
During those coaching
Divide the song into phrases.
the outstanding vocalist over WEET local favorite Ernest Munro in water m Piscataquis County. RHihk* hf lrajncd undcf
fol.
Settle any doubtful diction points.
Several local people have heard ■ popular songs.
of range 9. N.WP. on April 25th
Determine the tempo and pace.
lowing prominent football coaches:
According to announcements over and north of this line on May 1st.
him at the summer concerts at
Work out any melodic variations
■ 1935. Boston, Little; 1936. Bales.
the
air
admirers
of
Jimmie
and
Hampton Beach, which are spon
Moosehead lies north of the line Kopf; 1937. Boston. Sutherland,
needed.
sored by the summer colony. Ac Dick are coming from Bangor and but Sebec Lake, another good trout
Harlow ODfll. ,939 Boston
Lay out a romplete routine or ar
cording to them he was in such a Augusta as well as other towns and salmon spot ls in the southern Snaveh, My„ Uail>,
Col.
rangement and learn it.
demand that the people clamored around to this, the only personal sec,ion'
■
lege
staff.
Decide the mood, and plan its
• • • •
for him until he was taken to the appearance of this show in the
Interpretation. Settle the dyna
•I "Mr. Dwyer’s experience in teachband stand and sung several selec . country for the summer. Two young
Commissioner
Stobie reports that ing inc,udcs
nnd Keomelry
mics and fit the song Into your per
tions. He can be heard over WEET guest artists from radio stations in game farm officials and wardens are
from
#t M„,co
sonal style.
on Tuesday. Thursday and Satur- Boston has been added to the pro- preparing to release 2,000 pheasants
. .
,
.
.
With an Intelligent glossary' and
,
and since 193b he has been head
day at 6.15 p. m.
gram making the biggest radio show that were held
over during the I
.
. .
.
. . .
_
an appendix of rare fullness this
'coach and teacher in history. Eng
Another new radio artist to ap- ever to play in the city.
winter. These birds have matured
book will be a Joy and great help
lish. and commercial law at Rum
.
—.
..........
well and should breed prolifically
to all singers and delightful read
ford."
! during the spring season. They
ing for all.
K. S. F.
Tlie sports editor of Tlie Courierare being placed in the best covers
Gazette speaks for all Knox County
I where there is plenty of feed and
fans in wishing “Sonny ' the best of
Governor and U. S.
privacy.
success in the Empire State.
In the Cancer Control Drive re
•
•
•
•
Senator Berths Sought
cently held in this city. Winfield
For three years the department
By 25 Candidates
Chatto was appointed offibial col
has been carrying on an interesting
lector
at
the
Post
Office,
collecting
Maine's 25 candidates for Con
experiment in grafting cedar boughs
S10 from the following listed em
gress and Governor, their nomina
to live roots in cut over areas to
ployes: A. E. Averill. A. R. Brasicr.
tion papers filed, last night swung W. L. Chatto. J. W. Davis. M S. provide better winter feed for
into renewed action for the June i Graves, M W. Hart. E. C. Moran Maine's large deer population. He j
R. O. Rackliff. E. B. Sansom and said that in most cases this was
17 primary election.
successful and should eventually be
A special primary and election F M. Tibbetts. Other employes
very helpful in maintaining the
donated
through
other
channels.
will be held May 13 and June 3.
deer herds.
respectively, to nominate and elect
• • • •
a new United States Representative I Nomination papers arc being cirSecretary Jim Hemck of the
from the Second District to serve cuiatPd for former Assistant PostBailey Island Tuna Club states that
the unexplreed term of Clyde II master Il?nry L. Chatto, for the
at least 18 fully equipped boats will
Smith (R). Skowhegan, who died 3mc of county commissioner,
be available for charter this com
last week in Washington. Smith's Friends say that his long record of
ing season at Bailey and Orr's
Quickly as you need it!
widow. Mrs. Margaret C. Smith, service in the Post Offlce DepartIslands. This is a half dozen more,
aspired to serve the unexpired ment should prove sufficient rtcNo Payment For 30 Days pertod and also be elected for a sub- , omnuidatiafi to the voters of Kncx than last year. Better accommoda-’
tions for visiting anglers are also,
' County.
1. Simply mail the attached sequent two-year term.
being provided. The date for the
Republicans:
U.
S.
Senate
—
Gov....
coupon.
club's
Tuna Day is August 3rd.
ernor Lewis O. Barrows and United
Encouraging reports are received
• • • •
2. Our representative is in Rock, States Representative Ralph O.
Jack Williams, busy getting his'
land each Monday, lie will Brewster; Democrat: Louis J. from carrier Frank B Giegiry, 'be
news that he is able to b; up and Nicatous Lodge on Nicatous Lake
rail on you at no obligation Brann.
about
being cspeciall}’ welcome His
to romplete the Deal.
Governor—Republicans: Blin W. fellow workers hope that his com read}’ for the fishing season saysi
that he has discovered what is
Our main requirement is the Page. Skowhegan. Roy L. Fernald, ple'-? recovery will speedily follow.
probably
"the world's best bass We got tired of seeing and sell
ability to make small monthly Winterport, Mayor Frederick G.
• • • •
lake".
The
few anglers that were
Payne, Augusta, Sumner Sewall.
payments regularly.
ing shirts that looked like every
taken
to
the
spot last summer had
Emilio
E.
Hary
has
bcen
appointed
Bath; Democrats: Fulton J. Red
Write or Phone Us TODAY
man. Frederick H. Cobb. Congress 2d a regular substitute on the carrier amazing luck, according to Jack, other store’s.
District—Republicans: Hodgdon C. force, his appointment being effec and only stopped fishing because
they got tired of casting and bring
So this spring we insisted that
Buzzell, Belfast; John G. Marshall, tive from April first.
ing the fighters to the net. Tlie
Auburn; Frederick P Bonney, Au
The popularity of the new 25 and lake is near Nicatous but Jack is our shirt maker deliver colors
gusta; Arthur B. Lancaster, Gar
FINANCE COMPANY*
diner; Mrs. Margaret C. Smith. 50-cent postal savings stamps is not ready to make the name public
that were loo hot for most stores
Skowhegan; Democrat: Edward J. proven by the large number sold in yet.
the short time they have bcen avail
to handle . . . collars that have
Beauchamp, Lewiston.
Room No. 201
Floor No. 2
Tod Dcnner who runs a nice set
able. They fill the need for a con
Krcsc® Building
relatives in the movies.
241 Water Street
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS venient method of saving by small of camps on Saint Froid Lake away
Augusta. Maine
up
in
Northern
Aroostook
reports
sums.
WORK WONDERS
MARTIN J. WELLY, Mgr.
that the ice should be out of the We're tired of the same old thing.
Phone No 1155
Fish River Chain around the 12th
You’ll feel the same when you
Small Loan Statute License No 1
of May. He says that Saint Froid
is an excellent lake for trout and , see these . . .
Charges 3% on unpaid monthly
balances up to >150; 2,e<’0 monthly
salmon, not only because it is well
on balances abo\e.
stocked, but because it is so situ
All the difference in the world at
ated that no matter in what direc
no difference in cost.
tion the wind blows, or how hard
COUPON
it blows, one can always find a shel
At no obligation to me please
tered spot. “No days wasted staying •
$1.50, $1.65, $2.00
ashore up here,’’ he says.
have your representative call
• • • •
on:
For that trip to Washington lake
The writer got quite a thrill tlie
Name ..................
other day when guide Perry Greene plenty of shirts and underwear.
brought in a handsome streamer J And bear in mind we have morc
Address ....................
fly tied especially for and named Luggage at the right prices than
for yours truly. If It produces as
good luck for any angler who might any two stores in Knox County.
41-46-49 SO
try it, as I have had bad luck on
my fishing expeditions, it should be
come the outstanding lure in the
country. A pretty looking feathered
thing it really does look as though
it might be rather inviting to a
SAFETY GLASS all around now is standard on Plymouth's new 1940
TEL. 291
hungry salmon. Here is wishing that
Station Wagon, just announced. Rapidly growing use of this informal
Perry's
foot
soon
gets
better
but
416
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
body type is forecast by the industry, as Plymouth reports recent gains
of 184% during the last model year alone. Smarter style and greater my tongue is in my cheek for the
comfort—plus bigger space for luggage or other loads—feature this success of the “Dick .Reed" streamer.
latest design. Center and rear seat can be removed—or Interchanged. —By Dick Reed
And he that krepeth Hts com
mandments dwellcth in Him. and
He in him. And hereby we
know that He abideth in ns. by
the Spirit which He hath given
us.—1 John 3: 24.

Book Review

Now For Primaries

At Our Post Office

We worked like

the dickens

'T&i&cnad

sliW
WttHTABS

GREGORY’S

In the foundry of the Dodge Division of
Chrysler Corporation, temperatures of the
molten metal are measured at a distance, with
the aid of an ingenious optical pyrometer. In
training the instrument on the metal, the heat
checker brings a small illuminated colored ball
within the pyrometer into alignment with the

image of the stream of flowing metal. Wnb
the ball and the metal stream in alignment, th<'
checker turns a graduated scale until a point i
reached where the illuminated ball disappear,
from view. The indicator then shows the tem
perature of the metal at-the moment of pouring
—usually from 2810 to 2840 degrees Fahrenheit.

KELLOGGS
PKG

21c

W

19c

JAR

17c

ALL-BRAN
SANTA CRUZ-SLICED

PEACHES
GOLD FLAKE

PEANUT BUTTER

XXX FLOUR and BRAN

TV PLYMOUTH ROCK

2

oI’cOFFEE^LL^

5 LB
BAG

23c

PK3S

27c

STOKELY'S—BARTLETT

PEARS

LA TOURAINE

25c

n?a‘n4

COFFEE

NAVY-PACKED IN MAINE

PEAS

can’s 25c

2

1 LB
CAN

GOLDEN KEY

CARROTS (CHIPS) 2

27c

f 9c

CANS

COMBINATION SALE—FOR BREAKFAST

Fan HORMEL

OWL'S HEAD

2cans|9c

GREEN BEANS

PKG

SPAM AND
AUNT JEMIMA PFLOURE
BOTH
FOR

NATION-WIDE
OVEN
BAKED

BEANS

2

CANS

25c

37c

SHREDDED RALSTON

1! OZ
PKG

14c

1 LB
JAR

23c

HOLSUM PEANUT CRUNCH
chocolate' FLAVORED

GROUND

It OZ 23<
JAR

BOSCO

NUTMEG

RED

SALMON

c!nl25<

nr
25c

NATION-WIDE or SEALECT—EVAPORATED
baby
CANS

6

MILK

ON GUARD

DOG FOOD

4 CANS f 9C

JACK ond JILL

CAT FOOD

4 CANS 29c
2bMaErDs1I(

IVORY SOAP

2

ba’rT

19c

CANS

f 7C

DOESN'T SCRATCH - GOES FURTHER

★ OLD DUTCH CLEANSER
Sbei ufuttkeBe Itw/thicet
SCOTTOWELS

2 ROLLS 21c

HOLDER FOR SCOTTOWELS 23c '
SCOTTISSUE
3 ROLLS 25c
WALDORF
4 ROLLS 19c [»

NATION-WIDE

2

BRILLO
2

PKGS |

7<

SERVICE GROCERS
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Every-Other-Day

TAUCOFTHETOWN

Mrs. Dwina Smith has re-entered j Stores in general will be closed
the employ of the Economy Beauty Patriot's Day.
Parlor.
It was unofficially stated yester
Allan A. Grossman filed his nom- day that Community Sweet Shop
ination papers yesterday with the will open May 5. Mrs. Martha
maximum number of signatures, in 1 Powell the proprietor has recently
the Republican race for county at-' returned from her winter sojourn
ill Lake Worth, Ma.
torney.

WHEN WIND PLAYED MISCHIEF

Page Three
Clinton B. Stahl of SLaJihs Tav
ern, Waldoboro, was a visitor in the
city yesterday for the first time
since lie was stricken by a serious
illness. He viewed with much in
terest the Masonic Temple ruins.

Political Briefs

CAPT. PlIARIS DUKESHIRE
The body of Capt. Pharis Dukeshire, who was drowned in Billerica,
Mass., about a month ago was re
covered Saturday near the bridge
from which he was supposed to
have fallen. Funeral services were
held in Billerica yesterday and this
afternoon there will be committal
services at Seaside cemetery, Ten
ants Harbor. Tire deceased was 76,
a native of St. George, and is sur
vived by his wife, a son and a
daughter.

Former Governor Louis J. Brann
of Lewiston, who was later defeated for United Sta tes Senator by
Wallace H. White, J’.”.. has decided
to make another try .for that office,
' and Saturday announced that he
‘Tlie Open Kitchen” will open
April 17 — Ci.mden — Knox Lincoln
will be a candidate in the June pri- tomorrow. It is the new restaurant
Past Grand and Past Noble Grand As
sociation meets.
marics. He will oppose the winner at 468 Main street to be oi.xerated by
April 19 Patriots Day.
Megunticook Lake was at its | Mrs. J. C. MacDonald occupied of the Republican contest—Lewis O. Otis R. Lewis, proprietor of the
April 19—Jimmie and Dick, radio
show. at Community Building
highest point in 20 years Sunday ( tllP f’irst Baptist pulpit Sunday Barrows or Ralph O. Brewster.
lamed catine resort, Trail’s End. p
April 19—Knox-Lincoln Kents Hill
• • * *
Club meets.
and drew many sight seeing motor- night. Mr. MacDonald was in atmust be borne ln mind that the
April 20 —Warren— Finnish benefit
ists. The falls at the fish hatchery' enhance, but not sufficiently reH. C. Buzzell of Belfast, former opening of the new place has no
concert ln Warren.
April 23—Visitors' night and social
were especially impressive.
covered from his illness to resume president of the Maine Senate, an effect on Trails L'r.d v.iuch will
at Pleasant Valley Grange.
April 26 —Thomaston— "Travelmania
preaching
nounced that he will be a Republl- operate as usual. Mr. Lewis has
All Rockland’s fire alarm boxes
by Star Circle Grace Chapter at Watts
City Clerk E. R. Keene yesterday
can candidate for Congress in the! spent several weeks pnepirlng his were tested officially by Chairman
hall
Betty Moore, a nationally known
May 3 (3 to 9) Annual meotlng of
| received official notification of the
Second Maine Congressional Dis- new, year-round estp.bllshmmt and j Fisuicis D. Orne of the fire comWoman's Educational Club at Grand
interior decorator and radio com
Army hall
,
special
primary
election
to
be
held
trlct in the June primaries. Mr.' has it ln apple pie order. It will njlttee assisted by Alderman Cates
May 3—Waldoboro—Graduation play,
mentator will give a lecture on
Buzzell states that he hopes; no j .ive up to ts name, for everything And found in perfect condition. All
May 13 for the nomination of a
•'Spring Fever”
. . ,
May 7—Waldoboro region minstrel
“Color Styling" tomorrow after
candidate to succeed the late Con
one in the District will oppose Mrs. j served will be cooked in the open . that is now needed to give City Elecshow' at Clark's hall
noon at 2 o'clock at Legion Hall,
May 7—Superior Court convenes.
gressman Clyde H. Smith. The
Margaret Smith for Congrew in I kitchen, free of ncc»‘ s to nil who | triclan Pinkham a batting of 1.000
I Limeroek street. The public is
the special election to fill out the wish. Coniectionery ices, etc. will I is new bulbs for the Butler
special election will be held June 3.
cordially
Invited
to
hear
this
dis

At tonight’s meeting oC the Knox
It looks now as if Congressman ,
unexpired term of her late hus be served with a special turkty Memorial clock.
tinguished radio personality.
County Camera Club Instruction on
Smith's widow would be unopposed
band, Clyde H. Smith.
dinner opening menu.
spotting and retouching will be
ln both elections.
Work was exemplified at the Fri- 1
>
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
given by Mrs. Flora Merchant. Plans
dav night meeting of Golden Rod FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
It is learned that Alton Hall
will be made in regard to the April
CAPABLE housekeeper wanted. 20 to
Hon. Fulton J. Redman of Port Chapter. O.EB. held at Odd Fel- ' Mr. and W. R. Stewart of Union Blackington gave his lecture, “Tur55 years, care at one child, modern
30 meeting.
land a candidate for the Democratic lows hall. Mrs. Matie Spalding was street quietly celebrated their fif- uoise Trails” before a packed, house home Write stating age. experience
references. ‘ GOOD HOUSEKEEP
Plane piloted by Charles M. Treat being hoisted aboard the steam nomination for Governor will be supper chairman. Several com tieth wedding anniversary over tlie In Portland on tlie evening follow and
ER' care The Courier Oazette
46-48
The divorce decrees ln Waldo lighter Sophia after gale had flipped it over on first trip of the season out guest speaker at Thursday night's mittees, appointed to confer with weekend. Many charming gifts, ing his Rockland appearance whicii
of
Vinalhaven.
Photo
supplied
by
our
Vinalhaven
correspondent,
Mrs.
Superior Court last week included
meeting of the Baptist Mens members of the Masonic bodies in cards and messages brightened the drew a disappointingly smhll audi Lemon Juice Recipe
two of Knox County interest— O. C. Lane.
Saturday afternoon the ence.
Tlie Portland attendance
League, and may have something to regard to equipment for the new days.
Everett C. Moody of Belfast from
Stewarts
motored
to
Portland
and
say
about
State
affairs.
Almost
broke
all
records at the mechanics Checks Rheumatic
temple,
were,
Mrs.
Bossie
Church
Messrs.
Wilson
and
Dunning
will
The Knox and Lincoln Past Noble
Kathleen Watson Moody of Rock
on
Sunday
were
tendered
a
comAssociation,
an onlooker reports,
everybody
is
saying
something
at
and
Mrs.
Doris
Jordan,
kitchen
Pain Quickly
land; Lelia Hansell of Belfast from Grands Association meets in Cam present a movie on "How Losses the present time. The notice of equipment; Mrs. Leona Whitehill I plimentary family dinner at the j One of Mr. Blackington's recent
Occur in Retail Business' at to
If you suffer from rheumatic, ar
den Wednesday night
Irving Hansell of Camden,
appearances to deliver 'Turquoise thritis or neuritis pain, try this simple
morrow's meeting of the Lions Club. the meeting hints at "a tempting and Miss Katherine Veazic, dining ! home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Stewroom furnishings and Mrs. Clara‘art with Mr and Mrs. George T. Trails” was before the Massachu Inexpensive home recipe that thousands
meal".
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall of •The Past Grands and Past Noble
Watts and Mrs. Millie Thomas,1 Stewart and Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. setts Geography Association. Mr. are using Get a package of Ru Ex
Compound today. Mix tt with a quart
Annaul meeting of- the Knox
Portland are leaving this week for Grands Association^ meet Wednes
equipment room.
Announcement 'Stewart Jr. and two children as ad- Blackington accompanied by his
A
Boston
newspaper
has
the
fol

Hot Springs. Va.. where Mr. Mc day in Camden at I O.O.F. hall witli County Fish and Oame Association lowing to say about a popular for was made of a rummage sale to be, dltional guests. The party returned wife are planning to leave shortly of water, add the Juice of 4 lemons.
It’s easy. No trouble at all and pleas
will be held at the Masonic hall in
Dougall will attend a meeting of the supper on arrival.
mer Rockland boy; "Wendell H. held Friday at Odd Fellows hall, to to Rockland late Sunday afternoon. on a trip to Bermuda or Puerto ant. You need only 2 tablespoonaful
Union tonight, with supper at 6.30
executive council of the American
Rico, 'shopping” for «a little addi two times a day Often within 48 hours
Thornton of West Newton, was elec raise funds for equipment, with
overnight splendid results
Bankers Association of which he is Fluffy little chicks only three (50 cents a plate'. Election of ted to membership in the Eastern Mrs. Bessie Church, chairman. The Small birds must have larger tional material for a forthcoming -aresometimes
obtained IT the pains do not quick
a member from Maine. On their weeks old and 245 in number were officers, motion pictures, and other
ly
leave
and
If you do not feel better,
Massachusetts Board of Approved next supper will be in charge of wings, in propertion to body weight, lecture on the West Indies.
Ru-Ex will cost you nothing to try.
return Mrs. McDougall will visit destroyed in a brooder fire at Ash matters of importance.
Ru-Ex
Compound
Is for sale and recomthan
large
birds,
and
they
must
Basketball Officials early this week. Mrs. Helen Bean and Mrs. Florence
i mended by C. H. Moor At Company and
her sister, Mrs. P. L. Roberts, at Point yesterday. Harold Emery was
flap them faster
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette. j good drug stores everywhere.
Mr.
Thornton
attended
Rockland
Philbrook.
the owner.
Jericho. Long Island, N. Y.
I Word has been received from Miss High School. Higgins Classical In
Barbara J. Brown, graduate of the stitute and Colby College and ls
Anderson Auxiliary S.U.V. will
Bruno Mazzeo is making hls
Ballard Business School in 1939, now working for his M. A. at Har-1
fourth advent In the Patriots Day meet Wednesday night. Depart that she has a position in the office
vard. At school he captained the1
marathon Friday and training re ment President Genevieve Whit of Electrical Appliances, in Miami.
baseball and basketball teams and I
ligiously for the big event. He more will make her official visit. Fla. Another graduate, Russell S.
once had the satisfaction of leading Mrs. Doris Ames is chairman of Young. 40 has been recently en later taught and coached at the
the field as far as Natick, and this afternoon beano, and Mrs. Nellie gaged as secretary of John G. Hanover School and Scituate High i
School. He is now a teacher-coach
year lias unswerving confidence Achorn supper chairman.
Thompson, chief chemist at the at the Frank A. Day Junior High1
that he will do even better. Mazzeo
Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
School and is director of young;
The fight scheduled for Friday
has thrice been a winner in the 12people's activities at the Newtonmlle Revere race. All the lads witli night has been postponed one week,
be pulling for him Friday, as well due to the cqpditlon of ’ Butch” Edwin Libbj Relief Corps, met ville Methodist Church. He is one
as the lassie who will some day be Wooster’s hand. Injured in his last Thursday the afternoon beano hav of the eight men from Greater Bos
Mrs. Mazzeo.
bout. On doctor’s advice he has ing Mrs. Gladys Murphy as hostess. ton to pass the rigid test of the
postponed his fight with Jerry Du- Mrs. Mabel Richardson was chair Board and Intends to devote more
man of the supper. The pocket time to officiating next year.”
Mrs. John H. Andrews of Cam prey of Bangor till April 26.
APPIltD
book drawn went to Joseph Emery Thornton is considering an offer
den has written a poem "The
Moonbeam” which has been accept
The volley-ball game at the Com Jr. A rehearsal, preparatory to the to teach in an Indianapolis private
ed by the Richard Brothers, com munity Building Friday night was convention took place at the busi school.
posers of music in Chicago, Ill. pronounced by John Moulaison to ness session and Mrs. Rebecca In
They describe it as "being beauti be the best game of the season, graham was welcomed after an abRummagc sale, Odd Fellows hall
Apri! 19;
OEa
fully written, and one that is a everything going along so smoothly sence of several weeks The pastj
46-47
number of the ballard type of seng.” in the absence of Howe Glover. One presidents are conducting a rum- j equipment fund —adv.
•'Tlie Moonbeam' has also been player remarks that it would be mage sale Thursday at 10 o'clock.I_____ ________________________ __
accepted by New York publishers nice if tlie island girls could change all members donating are asked to
and will be included in the Cara their shopping dates in Rockland. leave articles early at G AR. hall
A social afternoon for members will
van of verse Anthology 1943. ap
pearing this spring.
On a month's leave of absence begin at 2 p. m. and 6 o'clock supper
Ua
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
from his First Baptist Church pas will be in charge of Mrs. Caroline
TEL. WALDOBOKO 100
More than 100 young people from torate. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald Stewart.
Beginning Saturday. March 30.
the Methodist Epworth League, the leaves Thursday on a (Southern trip,
Color is stimulating and cheerful — Modene FAMILY
and on all subsequent Saturdays
there
will be
Universalist Young People’s Chris accompanied by Mrs. MacDonald.
is modern color al its beet. There are twentyRockland's most interesting June
TWO EVENING SHOWS
two colors lo choose from — what a glorious AFFAIR
tian Union, the Congregational Their destination is indefinte, but visitor will be the Maritime Com
The first at 7 -the second at 9
Regular Weekday and Sunday
limo you can have brightening up lumiture.
Comrades of the Way and the PH- wl„ take ,hem as ,ar
as
missions steamer America, due here
Evenings at 8 o'clock
toys and woodwork.
grim Fellowship, united in a Candle North Carolina.
MacDonald is on the 12th of that month for her
Matinee Saturday at 2 30
Sunday at 3 p m.
Light Service, held in the Congre convalescing from a severe cold.
CLEAR FINISH
Anybody
can use Modeno — ii flows out
standardization trials. The dock
SPECIAL NOTICE
gational Church Sunday night.
automatically
smooth,
produces
a
durable
Due to the length of our Saturday
dhnawi\
a
trial for the America is set for May
FOR FLOORS
evening performances, effective Sat
Students from the Maine Christian
finish that can be cleaned as readily as
A patriotic program is offered by 21 at Newport News, where she was
urday. April 25, and until further
porcelain.
notice, there will be but one eve
Association at the University of the lecturer of Pleasant Valley
FAULTLESS FINISH
built and christened by Mrs. Roose
You can make any
ning show at 8 p. m.
Maine, under the leadership of the j Grangc tonight; Song, “America;”
Come in for free color guide chart.
wood and linoleum
velt last month. The “inclining ex
Don
’
t
deny
yoursell
the
content

Association Secretary. Albion Bev- 'The American Creed’, by all;
floor more beautiful
TUES.-WED., APRIL 16 17
periment" is scheduled for May 25.
ment that Society White Gloaa
and better protected
erage, had charge of the service essay, on Citizenship and what it
Supreme
so
easily
creates
in
the builders' trial for June 4. The
WALLACE BERRY
than you ever
which was of a highly inspirational should mean to us, F. L. S. Morse;
your
home.
DOLORES DEL RIO
ODERN1ZE
thought was pos
America will leave Newport News
nature.
JOHN HOWARD
reading. Paul Reverc’s Ride. Etta June 9. drydocking at Boston June
sible.
Its stately white beauty is as
WITH
in
easily cleaned as tile and re
Andersen; current events, Myron 11; leave Boston for Rockland June
WATERPROOF
Tlie nursing report of the Red
tains its luster much longer than
Young; riddles and Jokes by the 12 and return to Newport News
“THE MAN
WEARPROOF
ordinary whites.
Cross Public Health Nursing Serv
brothers; short skit by six brothers; ater the trials. Delivery is sched
THE PtRFFCT CNAMFL FINISH
FROM DAKOTA”
It w •cMwnieal »• use m
ice for March is thus summarized;
candle game, roll call; recite a pass uled for June 28. The America is
M revera solidly « "»*•’
also
43 patients were contacted for nurs
age from the iRitual and see who the largest commercial ship ever
“INFORMATION PLEASE" No. 6
ing service, and a total of 151 nurs
can tell in what lecture and degree built ln the United States. 34.000
ing visits was made—divided as fol
DRIES to watt on
TIIURS-FRI.. APRIL 18-19
It is found; closing song No. 66. Next tons displacement. 723 feet length
lows: 12 pre natal. 35 post natal, 63
IN 20 MINUTES
Tuesday a social is to be held with and accomodates 1219 passengew
MICKEY
ROONEY
non communicable. 35 newborn, 35
SOCIETY I Qt. $1.40
the young people of Rockland High and 639 crew.
In
patients were contacted for possible
Brush, .50
School as guests.
WHITE
“YOUNG
U05
tuberculosis contacts, and a total of
Cleaner . I 5
GLOSS
42 visits made to these patients'. 87
CHARLES
O.
DUPLISEA
TOM
EDISON
”
BORN
visits made to Infants and prewith
Charles Oliver Duplisca was
Brown-i4t Caisttne Hospital. April 11.
Fay Bainter, George Bancroft.
schools for health supervision, mak to Dr and Mrs Arnold Brown, a son found dead in his home 15 Achorn
SOCIETY 1 Qt. $1.10 D
Nevells At Stonington. April 8. to
Virginia Weidler, Eugene Palette
ing a total of 280 visits for the Mr and Mrs Harry Nevells. a son— street yesterday forenoon, victim
also
Brush, .50
*c«5
WHITE
Royce.
month; 186 homes visited, one baby Roger
MASTER DONALD DUCK
Strong At Rockland. April 13. to Mr of a heart attack which had evi
Cleaner
.
I
5
FLAT
clinic held with an attendance of and Mrs Wilbur W Strong, a son— dently occurred about 15 minutes
"THE RIVETER"
20. 247 students in Junior and Richard Wilbur
before the discovery of the body by
Coining: “Primrose Path.”
Senior High School were given the
MARRIED
1 Qt. $1.25
o
hts son-in-law, U. G. Stockford.
TINTZ
“Grapes of Wrath.” ’’Bluebird,”
Slone-Dolliver—At Thomaston. April 'Death by natural causes" was the
tuberculosis test and 100 were X14. Robert Stone and Miss Lucille Dol
“Swiss Family Robinson,” and
VELVET
Brush,
.50
$
,c^0
rayed. A full report of this will liver both of Thomaston By Rev H verdict given by Medical Examiner
"Strange Cargo."
Cleaner
.15
H.
Pulstfer.
GLOSS
follow.
H. J. Weisman. The deceased
leaves a wife and seven children.
DIED
Special: "Gone With the Wind"
Rummage sale Saturday at 447
Crockett
At Rockland. April 13.
May 4. 5. 6. 7
DULTEX 1 Qt. .95 D
Clara, widow of A. J Crockett, aged
Main street, by Woman’s Auxiliary 90
years, 10 months. 14 days. Services
Public beano. G.A.R. hall, Wed
FLAT
Brush, .50 ||C^q
of St. Peter's Church.
46-47 at the residence, 38 Rankin street, at nesday 2 p. m.—adv.
Cleaner .15
2 p m. today Interment In Achorn
FINISH

M0DENE

COCI ETY

zz/ nig/it

J WHITE

WALDO THEATRE

DRVj/n/

nt Dining

TREDENE

Mo

“Modene,

Special $1.69

Special $1.15

Special $1.10

Special $1.10

Children’s big matinee, Jimmie
and Dick show, Friday at 3.30, Com
munity Bldg. Ten cents to all child
ren.—adv.
P. T. A. BENEFIT

MAY BALL and
ITALIAN SUPPER
WEDNESDAY. MAY I
OWLS HEAD TOWN HALL
Tickets 35c, includes Dance, Supper
and Door Prize
45-52

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
190, 781-1 *r 781-11
110-118 UMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tf

cemetery.
Dnpllsea—At
Rockland.
April 15
Charles O Dupllsea. aged 71 years. 9
months. 3 days Services at the Russell
funeral home Wednesday at 2 p m
Duane—At New York City. April 14.
James A Duane of Waldoboro.
Dukeshlre—At Billerica, Mass . March
14. Pharis E Dukeshlre. aged 76 years
Committal service today at 12 o'clock
at Seaside eemeiery.
Pickering—At Stonington, April 10.
Mrs Orace Pickering
Hill At Augusta, April 14, Emma
Clark, wile of Fred B Hill. Interment
ln Augusta.
Hamblen—At Bath. April 12. Ira B
Hamblen, a native of Stonington aged
52 years. Interment at Deer Isle.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of George A
Achorn, who died suddenly April 16
1939.
One year has passed since that sad day
When he we loved was called away,
A sudden change In a moment fell.
He had no time to say farewell.
He was always so true, unselfish and
kind.
Few ln this world hls equal you'd find;
A beautiful life that came to an end,
He died as he lived, everyone's friend.
Sadly missed by hls wife and family.*
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for thelr many kindnesses
and for the beautiful floral tributes ln
our recent bereavement. We sincere
ly appreciate everything that has been
done to help make our dark hour
brighter and our burden lighter.
James W Hall. Mrs Rose Richards
Mrs. Mary Grdffoiy, Georgo Hail and

Sidney A Dow,

DANCING
Every Wed.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

TREDEX

NEW and USED

FLOOR LUSTRE

Many Sizes—% H. P. to 500 II. P.
In Stock

AT

Harvey Distributing Co.

GLEN
COVE

GARDINER, MF.
TEL. 262-W
"Crocker-Wheeler” District
Agents
42-52

Music

By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
DOOR PRIZE
97Tif

Make your floors
trouble tree—just
spread Tredex
about with a
Helpmaid appli
cator or cloth.
Does not dry
streaky as it is
transparent and dries out
crystal clear.

MODENE
ENAMEL

1 Qt. $1.50

TINTZ

p

Special $1.25

Brush. .50
Cleaner.I 5

I Qt. $1.25

TREDENE

Brush,

.64

Cleaner,. I 5

I Qt.

TREDEX
WAX

.90

Applier .75

Cleaner . I 5

$2 04

Reg.

$1.80

Special $1.39

Special

NOT A VARNISH

BEANO
TONIGHT

Ambulance Service
•

LEGION HALL
7.30 O'CLOCK

ADMISSION 25 CENTS
37Tir

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

89c

3. WAI LS .xu WOODWORK

All marks, stains and
smudges are easily re
moved from Tintz
finished walls and
woodwork. Anybody
can apply tt with good
results.
Twelve new —modern
pastel shades.

Come in for free color
guide chart.

H. H. CRIE & CO.
238 MAIN ST.

TEL. 205

ROCKLAND
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Courier-Oazette. which published an Kg*A-t«v;
j pelled to abandon his car there
ship and was vice chairman of the
account of clergy protesting Inves
Sunday
afternoon.
Democratic Town committee.
WARREN
tigation of Communistic activities.
A part of the eastern approach
Senter Crane Cwnpang
He is survived by his wife, Mary
Faith In the Master—
I believe that Communism, or liv
at the Starrett bridge, middle road
A., three sisters, Mrs. Abbie Flynn,
ing together In brotherly love and
Mrs. Savage Makes An
ALENA L. STARRETT
was w’ashed away. The culvert be
MRS. LOUISE MWftl
equality, would be a glorious success,
Mrs. Nellie Tuck and Miss Cather
Correspondent
low Austin Kalloch's on the west
Correspondent
Earnest Appeal
If freedom to worship Deity was
ine Duane and one brother, John;
a««a
ern side of North Pond was washed
given.
out
Saturday
night,
and
also
a
culEditor
of
The
Courier-Oazette:
—
Dressy or Sports!
and
several
nieces
and
nephews
Tel 49
Tel. 27
My husband would ’ike so much
all of Quincy, Mass.
vert on the Vaughan's Neck road ( Such a storm! This morning the
Missy and Women's!
to go out and earn a little by the day
Mrs. Alice Watts of Rockland was Many say the water is higher than lowlands are flooded in water and
William H. Brooks returned Sun- I Funeral services will be held
if we could only And someone to
Thursday morning in Quincy.
guest Friday of Misses -Lizzie Wins the flood of 1936. but lack cf ice in {he happiest living beings I’ve seen
day from Montclair. N. J.
stay with me during the day. Isn't
the river and other streams, * j are our wild black ducks, outside.
low and Winnie Winslow.
Mrs. Annie Vannah and Miss
there someone in Warren or Waldo
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Benner. Mrs. keeping the damage lower than four , Here in the house the chickens are i boro who would volunteer to help
Nettie Vannah were guests Sunday
Alice Cook. Miss lizzie Winslow and , years ago Ponds in Union are ful. ttering happily. One litle fellow [ in
We could t>av a little.
Right in the Heart of the
of Mrs. I. T. Marple.
■
... ...
.
, .Lr
’hAn thic
W1“
and. Miss
Winnie ...
Winslow
attended
of lee, and Iwhen
this hronlti
breaks mi
up. we call "Tiddledywings.” because he , 411
accovding
t
o
what
he
earned.
Old
Mrs. Eudora Miller returned 1
C. C. C. Camp At Jeffer funeral services Sunday for Mrs. results are feared
is so small, and though he eats;
Chlld, or woman; anyone.
Monday from a visit with relatives i
Season New York Manu
son Looks Back Upon
Susie Heald in Damariscotta
heartily does not seem to grow. The
Nancy Savage
High School Activities
in Friendship.
Creditable Career
other chickens will sit on Mr. Sav
Bradford C. Redonnett of Wls- I
Madeleine Haskell!
Betty Lea, daughter of Oamc j
facturers dispose of stock
cosset register of deeds in Lincoln j Oeorge I Shaw of the Safety Di- age's head and scratch and pick.
CUSHING
Warden and Mrs. Arnold Davis, ■ Reviewing another year of aeI am sitting in/my chair, not feelCcunty and well known as orator, J vision was guest at assembly ThursMrs. Martha G. Robinson
celebrated her second birthday by complishinent, the 1163d company,
on account of cold, back
will speak Thursday night at the day and showed movie reels—the lnB ver>' sn»PIW- but 1 kno»' and
a birthday party Saturday after- C.C.C. at Jefferson kept open house
Martha O. Robinson, widow of
Congregational Brotherhood. The flrst on pedestrian traffic, which jlieve that the power of God ls “
noon. Mr. and Mrs. Davis enter- ' Sunday as an observance of its
Osmond D. Robinson died at the'
... ...... i
» m i t 0/4 and Uo
meeting will
be at the church audi- pointed out the correct methods 1 1Hmited
Heoon
canVsool
heal mA waev
n® • mat*
ward season.
home of her daughter Mrs. Hattie |
tained In honor of their young ‘ seventh anniversary.
tonum at 7 30 and the ladies are of behaviour in the street and high- ter hott long a dlsease has run !ts
daughter, Janice Mitchell, Jacquejust how the C.C.C. fits men for
Sholes
in
Rockland
April
2.
at
the
line
Richards, Nancy
Miller, I work upon completon of service is invited. Supper will be served as w-av. the second on baseball. Special eourse' lf He wills'
usual.
| guest was Sup, Prank D Rowe.
«*v and Mrs Wesley Wlggln sent advanced age of 96 years.
George and Jean Ogilvie and Mrs shown by these former enrollees
Mrs. Robinson came last July
Vi e purchased a large
m
I
me a c°Py of "The Upper Room" and
Ails Oxton, who has been ill since
The Freshman class gave a . .
,
H
i*
Alice Ogilvie of Jefferson and Mrs wd0 have found their life work
._ .
. ,,__ .... 1
11 have found so much comfort in i from Medfield, Mass., to make her
December
in
the
Childrens
Hospital
d
anre-social
Friday
at
Olover
hall.
George Boggs.
through C.C.C. training.
One page I copy here, without com- home with her daughter, who with
assortment
of
Sample
her «
m°Ved
Robert Ferro, upon his complet L^'^rmndZTstm X XnrtiWmeathfor
Warren Pearl of Colby College
ing C.C.C. training, secured work as
spent the
to me, and might help someone.
from Massachusetts. Everything
Coats and offer to you at
a tree surgeon with the Lucas Tree ill. It Is hoped that friends will re- Cream and crackers were sold.
here.
"We all And it hard to admit that possible was done to make her
member
her
on
her
sixth
birthday
Mr and
W. F Francke of Expert Company of Portland in which will be April 22. her address, j The Junior class is conducting a we are wrong. It is so much easier comfortable during her long illness
In the same year William
candy bar sale this week. Bertha to blame another, or to create some J whlch was born with patience and
New York are at Stahl's Tavern 1936
truly a great saving. See
16 Pine street, Portland
Palmer and Joseph Romeo were Mr. and Mrs William Morrison Anderson and Irene Slmmons ar’' plausible alibi, than to say. 'I was fortllude m the nudst of her own I
for several
(in
m /'Uneno
I iar«*rv»v» ’
t ionnlivo
/MIT*
_
.
.
__ '
Mrs. Celeste Winchenbach ond 1 placed with the Bartlett Tree Expert
charge.
j wrong.’ IL'n
We ouon
even eo
rationalize
our great suffering
her every thought,
and son Richard, and Miss Belva
our stock of all the latest
The Sophomore class is planning sins until ‘we emerge with a sense was for the comfort of those around
Miss Ada Winchenbach of Wollas- i Company of Stamford, Conn., as
Wilson of Portland were guests Sun
tree
surgeons.
In
1937.
Kenneth
a public supper and social for Fri- of approval.' When Jesus said. her and not for herself. The strong
ton were guests Saturday ol Mrs
day of relatives and friends ip this
Woodworth, upon completion of his
;day night. Charlotte Moore is su- ‘Repent' He was pointing as to the trait of character to erase self and
Ralph Benner.
coats.
town.
only way Into the kingdom of peace, do for others had predominated all
pervising the soliciting.
Mrs. Gladys Patrick. Teadlng ex course of training in 1163 Co. C.C.C
The degree wrill be conferred on
pert from the State Department camp, passed state examinations for two candidates Friday night at the |' Virginia Starrett. Gertrude Lam- of friendship, of Heaven."
through her Ufe and remained with
Tliis kingdom is right "at hand"— her to Its close.
of Education will visit the schools tree surgeons license. He is now stated meeting of Ivy Chapter )Plnen' Vernal Wallace and Charles
foreman for Bartlett Tree Expert
Stimpson were excused from school i close by. All we need to do to enter
this week.
She possessed an unusual gentle
OES, and chapters invited are,
Mr and Mrs. Charles Robertson Co. Enrollees Maurice Holt and Wiwuma of Waldoboro and Sea Thursday afternoon to do research' is to take this flrst step—and the disposition, which combined with
went Sunday to Newport, R. I., Owen Grover were placed with the side of Camden Supper will be work for their graduation essays at door will open. The Prodigal Son her great faith carried her through
found it so-for as soon as he said to
where they will spend a few days. same company ln 1937.
many hard places, and friends al
served at 6 30 by Mrs. Laura Seavey. the Rockland Public Library.
Reg. 16.50
Reg. 29.50
Reg. 10.50
In 1940. the following enrollees,
himself. "I will say to my Father,
Mrs. Ida Soule will be hostess
The
cast
of
the
senior
class
play.
Mrs. Bemys Jameson, and Miss
ways found her smiling with her
upon
leaving
Jefferson
Camp,
found
I
have
sinned"
—
then
relief
came
to
Thursday afternoon to the Susan
Frances Spear: waitresses, Mrs. Ada "She Stoops to Conquer", has been
friendly greeting.
his soul, and it was not far to the I
work with the Bartlett Tree Expert
nah Wesley Society.
Spear, Mrs. Emma Norwood, Mrs announced thus: Eugene Cogan.
The death of her only son In early
Starn>tt Mrj Mary
Mrs. Oliver Wood, Miss Anne Company: John Joyce. Stephen I
Vernal Wallace, Lowell Moody. reception at home The Rich Young 1 manhood brought deep sorrow, but
Wood and Miss Jane Wood have Parker. Quentin St. Cyr. Durwood! and
Margaret Sawyer Other Darid White- Mildred Jackson Ruler missed this kingdom, because ,
***********
even that was accepted as a part
I
he chose to cling to his wealth and i
returned
Thomas
Lathe. Wendell
-a*from a visit in New York j Craft, —
------ committees
are. entertainment,Marlon Wallace. Virginia Starrett.
of life to be understood only in the
*
and Indiana.
Grant. Howard Hamilton. Octave Mrs Carrie Smith and Miss Hilda OIoria Bridges. Leon Mathews and position, rather than admit its un- |
AdvertlmnFDta to this oulumn oo.
worthiness. Judas could have found grea:
yo
to exceed three lines lnesr.ed one* fo< t
Mrs. Ida Ingraham who spent Roderick. Frederick Lee. Everett Aspey; reception Mrs Abbie New- Arthur Wotton
It is from the I 7^
7^,7 rZ*hi*, he I Mrs. Robinson s maiden name was JS cents, three times for 50 cents Ad H***********«*B
dlttonsl lines five cent* eseb (or on.
the winter at the home of Mr and Masalen. Earle Smith. Oerald Mis- ber. and Mrs Sadie Barrows A re^tten by Oliver Ooldsmtth oy in “>*»««*• eyn for hU beq
CLEMENTS Red, Rock., Crosse, Se»
time 10 cents for three times
Plvi Llnka have pep and profit ability
Mrs H. E. Mank returned Monday heau. and Norman Pepin All the hearsal of the officers Is called for jand ’lU >* done in modern dress tra>a1' had he admitted to himself
_
----------- ---- _
smsl! words to s Uns.
Maine-U S Pullorum Clean Customer*
and hls Master. "I have been so in New London- p E Island S*P'
are extra enthusiastic. Pullet chicks
to Camden.
above named men received their tonight at 7 o'clock.
j r Comee will coach.
ln all breed". There are good reasons
nrnvnr PothAT 23. 1843. At th® agC Of 20 6h* Wtl’t
Miss Mildred Gover of Green- training in tree surgery in the Jeff The Georges Valley 4-H Boys Club Ethel Wotton is back at school *ron8 Then (hot
************** told ln free catalog Write for It now
that pra>er. Father,
CIEMENTS BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33
after
a
long
absence
“
’
em."
would
have
availed
t0
Boston
whereshe
was
engagedtr.
ridge. Missouri is passing a few erson Camp. Forester Al Safstrom, will meet Thursday at 7 o'clock at
W1n**ro<»rt. Mp
Boys met recently and discussed ' for hi!n The kin«dom of forg,ve’
to X^JhuLn
days in town in the interest of the of Augusta, formerly in business for the Intermediate school room, with
talking picture, “Golgatha" which himself as a tree surgeon, did a parents and friends invited. Ralph the forming of a team for the base . 1 ness and peace and heaven is open after going to Massachusettj she
and at hand to any and all. if. and 1 joined the Baptist Church at New
will be presented at the Methodist great deal in keeping in touch with Wentworth of Rockland will show ball season.
MATTRESS lost on Rt 1 near Dexter
St.
consigned to Roland Seekins
ton Center.
when we acknowledge our sins.’’
Church Thursday night at 8 oclock employment conditions in placing movie reels.
I
Thomaston, reward. Notify C R WAL
Sept. 23. 1873 she was married LACE. Warren. Tel 1-34
Girl Scouts Promoted
* ************
45M?
Thought for the day is “Contend
under the sponsorship of the these men.
The Contract Club will meet
At a public court of awards heW ing I am right” Is an unpardonable to Osmond D. 'Robinson and moved
FIVE-foot flat show case wanted
Homemaker's Society. It is the
Other accomplishments of Jeffer Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
WM BUTMAN. Tydol StaUCn. Sooutli
to this town where they bought a
at
the Congregational parsonage sin.
first and only talking motion pic son enrollees while in training, have Fred Campbell, the hostess, Mrs.
Main 8t____________________________ 44"43
My own humble interpretation of farm and here the greater part of
Monday afternoon by the Forgetture ever made of the life and been the construction of two tourist Oeorge Walker.
HORSE wanted 1200 lb«: In good
condition
HENRY P CARVER. West
crucilixion of Christ. The film is camps, one in the town of Damaris- Miss Mina Woodcock of Cushing me-not Girl Scout Troop. Elma that thought is we shouldn't contend her life was spent devoting her
Rickncr;
Tel 8218
*************
historically accurate in every de-1
and lhe other in the town of was guest Sunday of Mrs. Ella Mcon, Madeleine Haskell and Chris- we are right, unless we know it's time to the duties of home maker
MAI.E Instruction
Would like to
KTTCHEN range for sale, ln good
i tine Jones were made first class God's "right,” in His sight. How and mother, though her interests
tail. All faiths and races and ' Bristol, under the supervision of Caler.
condition. S10 cash
C E OROTTON hear from reliable men we ran train
41-48 to Install and service Air Conditioning
creeds may see and enjoy this Forester Harry Winslow of Bristol Herman Kilieran of Cushing was Scouts, and Olenice French. Lillian often I've fallen by the wayside In were not wholly confined to the 138 Camden St Tel 1001-W
and R frtgeratlng Equipment
Utlll1 Durrell and Flora Simmons were that sin. but like the Prodigal. I home for she was a good neighbor
great film.
E1KCTRIC hot water heater for sale, ties Institute For Interview write at
Mills.
a visitor Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
electric stove; kitchen range, j once giving name address, age. UTILIever ready to assist in illnes i or any Hotpolnt
made second class Scouts, the badge Have seen my error.
Olenwaod C with water coll HOWARD TtFa INSTITUTE care Courler-Oaiet e
Jefferson 1163 Co. C.C.C. is known Newell Eugley's.
James A. Duane
' awards made by Capt Edna Jones. I In my last letter it should have way she could and her calm gentle DUNBAR. 75 Willow 6t . Tel. 231 M
4«"48
45 tf
James A. Duane, a well known as a 'bug camp, for one ot Its chief The Senior Guild will .meet after
Merit badges were presented thus: I been the Press Herald, not The manner was an inspiration in times
OLD glass dishes, goblets, wines.
citizen of this town died Sunday 1 sfridc*5 10 Maine and to the na- school Wednesday at the Baptist^
Crockett, hostess, foods.1
------ of distress. She and her husband
OOOD buy In lobs'er traps, new plate,, tumblers, lamps, oval frames
extra buoys, bait tubs, etc Apply 472 wanted ANNA L OORDON. 6 Tea 8t..
morning at the Veteran's Hospital “on
worl“n8 f°r
control of parsonage, to lower the age limit ccok; E]ma Moon nfedk craft, safety, handy woman; Flora Sijn1078 cry. Tel 1012-W
45"47
were both loyal and faithful mem Main Si after 7 p m or TEL 48"-SJ
d*,"
in New York City where he had
pests such as the gypsy moth, of membership and for planning of | leather, design, hostess, drawing and mons, clothing; Etta Starrett, home
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
bers
of
Achorn
Orange.
FOUR weeks old pigs for sale, two called for and delivered
T J FLEWgone for treatment two weeks pre- | Also, during the summer months a supper.
painting, clothing, glass, handy i safety; Madeleine Haskell, interior
After the death of her husband good family cows 1930 Ford two-door ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-WK 40‘42-tf
Allison
Stackhouse
and
viously. Mr. Duane had been a ; side camps ar established at Portage a.Miss
-i.
o. >
woman, metal and house-keeper;J decorating, leather, scribe, trans- in 1928. she went to Medford to re-!
resident of this town for over 40 Lake and elsewhere for clearing .........?
w
acit. ouse wc./ supper Qjenjce French, winter sports.i.portatlon and communication, glass side with her daughters. Mrs Rob- 42 Holmes st. Tel 757 w
I
years having come here from i forests destroyed by the recent hurl- Rimm/sw.
Fn f > clothing: Jean Smith, winter sports, j A short program included talk by I inson was a woman respected and
40-ACRE farm for sale. In Washing
*
Quincy, Mass., to work as a stone cane and for working toward con- STSitS?JXon^ 8jSZi
-d-; M-rth. °r.f- >£ Jones, who explained the loved
gU
h„ gnd ton; running spring water, smeoth
«
fields, wood: bargain price
TEL
cutter. For many years he ownec U°1 of the pine blister which hat
43-47 *****♦♦*•*♦♦♦ V»
“—»- - —
£ ’sns
H-s.0,0.. w
~
~ llgl-W
and operated a hotel here but the worked such havoc with our fine
comfortably furCYPHERS-BulTalo. electric incubator, THREE-room apt
.
,
, ,
for ,ale in two sections 208 egg each • ™hcd,
At1 w let ,n<>ulre 12 Knox.St
latter years of his life he devoted i Maine pines.
Damage from Rain
Smith, clothing, glass, winter sports, how she earned her badge of scribe. hearts of many fnends as well as One section placed on top ot other. If-Ij ijp-w
41-tf
to the antique business.
Tliis coming summer the Jeffereasy lo opperate. coxt J100. »al>' price
HARDWARE store for sale or to let.
Anderson school in North Warren ' -nterior decorating, architecture j and Scout songs were sung. At the relatives.
*50
EDWARD O
CARVER Vina! ' with fixture,, shelves, etc
F M TIB
He was a veteran of the Spanish- son Camp is going to build a for- is closed because of the impassable leather; Christine Jones, scribe, ; sliver tea. Mrs. Irene Starrett
48-48 ) BETTS. 18 Washington St Camden
She is surrlved by her two daugh haven
American War. a member of Meen- estry storehouse at Searsport,
--------------------------------------------------------------4«-rf
Toad, flooded at the Kalloch bridge reader, transportation and commu- [ poured. Other members of the ters, Hattie, wife of Ezra Sholes of
LAKEVIEW Farm lor sale In Seirs- j
FOUR-room apar'ment with bath to
ahga Orange, Meguntlcook Lodge
The Jefferson Camp Is command- by the overflow from the heavy nication, interior decorating, archi committee who attended were Mrs
mont, over 100 acres. 6-room house
work shop I let; alto kitchenette apartment: both
Rockland
and
Emma,
wife
of
Oeorge
with woodshed and eU
of Knights of Pythias of Friend- ed by Lieut. Pallman, with Lieut. rains. Water was reported between tecture. glass, needle craft, leather; S. F Haskell, and Mrs. L. Clark
garage for 4 cars or hen house barn furnl-hed V F STUDLEY. 77 Park at .
Pentleton of Medford; also four 300 apple trees, pear trees, cultivated Te: 330 or 1154
48-W
two and three feet deep at the ap Oloria Haskell, hostess, community French
grandchildren. Mrs. Inez Tidd of I hisckben-ie,. 15 acr/s blueberries. FTVE-room house to let on Broadway
I plenty hard and soft wood price
all modern
Apply 'ERNEST C
proach and swirling over the end
Groveland, Mass.. Mrs. Helen Howell reasonable ernest s Townsend Place:
DAVIS. 294 Broadway
46-fi.'
of this bridge Sunday, and the road
of Springfield. Mass., Arthur and
Ttl
----------------112? FTVE-room hou«e to let. light*, fur
NEW
milch
cow
for
sale
L
F
TOL

commissioner S A. Watts ordered it
Ezra Sholes, Jr.; six great grand MAN. East Warren. Tel Rockland nace 61 Rmkln St.. TEL 239-R 46 48
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IO II 12 13
7
9
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APARTMENT to let. furnished and
4 5
2
1
to be weighted down with rocks to
283-13.
__________
45*47
children.
heated at 14 MASONIC ST
46*48
TWO young cows lor »»'.e. MORRIS
keep it from going out. The Middle
Funeral services were held at F BORNEMAN Rt 3. Waldoboro 44*43 SUNNY apartment to let. private
15
14
h. po; h. garage, ga-den 19 GREENE
road at what is called the Willows
Cushing undertaking parlor in
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45*47
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being
for
Thomaston
xri
900-1600,
850
up
Easy
terms
Trade
lot
17
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TO responsible parties only, fiveinomaston. Rev. Mr. Bowman of sVock
william hall. Whitefield
reported that a motorist was comapartment to let; newly reno
Plainville, Mass., officiating. Burial Mf Tel 1711
•M'49 room
vated. in downtown section
Call
19
16
POWER sprayer 100-gal tank, for 493 W 9 a m. to 4 p m_______ 45-47
was in iNorton cemetery.
sale
cheap;
also
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truck
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F
ROArchie Littlejohn second in com
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BARTB. Camden, Tel 785
44*47
24 5 i5
22
let; lights, heat; 85 and 86 week FOSS
21
mand. both of whom took over their
BRECKS tested seeds for sale H H hous
39-tf
Part/
St
.
Tel
330
J8E.
:
_
________
77
“
“
NORTH HAVEN
NSV
W
CRIE CO. 238 Main St . Rockland 45-tf
duties just recently.
2.9
apar
30
27
1 28
2b
Francis Frye of Lincolnville has
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale. 629-M ELLA COLLINS. 25 North Main
Supt. Oeorge Murphy and fores
In good condition
Prtcea reasonable St
40-tf
W
been in town for a few days.
54
MRS LAURA BEATTIE Til
34-11.
ters
Harry
Winslow,
Ero
Masalin
32
ATTRACTIVE
unfurnished
apart
31
Thomaston
+4-46
Mrs.
May
Merrick
ls
visiting
rela

ment.
2
bedrooms,
bath,
liv
ing-dining
and E. E. Whitney have been with
FRIENDSHIP sloop for sale. 28 foot, room, kitchen, garage
TEL 757 R
58
tives in Vinalhaven.
37
ib
the Jefferson Camp since its estab
good condition FRANKLIN COMERY.
35
44-46
Tel Thomaston 79
44-48
The
Sunbeam
was
in
the
harbor
lishment In 1933. The following forOFFICE to let; steam heat, central
43
42-ACRE
farm
for
sale,
early
land:
42
location; vacant May 1. TEL 133 3g tf
Wednesday and tRev. Nell Bousfield
40
41
39
resters have taken over service since
15 acres In good cultivation; wood lot;
____
UNFURNISHED heated apartment to
showed moving pictures that night. seven-room house: large barn TEL
then:
A.
J.
Safstrom.
Harry
Booth
42*53 let a'“ 25 Orovf St ; four large sunny
WN 4b
Camden 576 or 2571.
47
44 45 w 4b
Mrs.
Emma
Snow
was
a
recent
rooms,
continuous hot water
37 tf
James
McNutty
and
Charles
Cotton
vxxx
15 SWARMS of bees for sale MRS
NW
visitor in Rockland.
HEATED apt to let all modern Oood
FRANK 8TUDLEY Thomaston, house
Oeorge
R.
Dean
is
educational
ad

53
Gala
event
is
celebrated
by
blonde
Gloria
Dickson
and
members
of
the
east
i
52
50
location Apply the MEN'S SHOP. Main
51
49
The death of Alice D„ wife of Ad aide of Oyster River. Warren road 33-tf St cor Park
33 tf
of "King of the Lumberjacks,” Warner Bros. film.
viser.
NW
DRY fitted hard wood for sale. 810;
dison
J.
Thomas
occurred
April
1
Rf+OMS
to
let
at
15
Orove
St.
Tel
57
Junta,
long;
soft
wood
slabs;
kindling
...
_____
_
An
important
part
of
the
enrollees
5<o
55
54
40-U
in San Pedro. Mr. Thomas is a na T J. CARROLL. Warren. Tel. Rockland 579'w MBS FLORA COLLINS
w
training is in the education field
NW
283-21.
40 tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
tive of this town.
fcO
61
56
59
Apply at Oamden and Rock
Classes are held not only in for
. D. it H hard coal, egg, stove, nut modern
land Water Co. TEL 634
40-lf
NW
Lawrence
Pierce,
son
of
Mr
and
2,4
50
P*
r
Wn
.
del
Household
soft
coal
estry
subjects
but
also
in
studies
18 per ton, del. Lumpy new River soft
fei
FURNISHED rooms to let
de«1r
fel
Mrs.
Lervey
Pierce
observed
hls
89
per
ton.
del.
Ask
for
swap
for
cast
wap
academic, such as history, geogra
able location. MRS A C JONES. 5
M. B 6c C. O PERRY. 519 Male Talbot Ave.. Tel 576
126-U
third birthday anniversary Satur tickets
phy. English, mathematics. Scien
St . Tel. 487
40-U
yT
65
day
by
entertaining
several
of
his
ces are taught, taking In geology,
HARD coal for aale. 814 50. Pocahon 1
young friends. Much of the time taa soft lumpy. 89; dry fitted har/
general science, radio physics. Dally
wood. 810
1. B
PAULSEN. Tel
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) [ VERTICAL (Cont)
was spent playing with toys. Re Thomaston 62
HORIZONTAL
40 tf
magazines come in the mails for
15-A wager
51- Dexterity
1-Mocked
HARD wood per foot, fitted 8125
freshments Included a birthday cake
use in the camp library, for about
17-Clear of
52- Arm of the sea
7-More scattered
Sawed. *1.15. long. 81 05. M B AC.O
presented by hls mother. Mrs. Clif PERRY. Tel 487
19-A fowl
40 tf
20 periodicals are subscribed to.
53- Grow old
i4-Wears away
CEILINGS cleaned and painted Day
22- Armed conflict
or night service
FRANK A HALLO
ford
Parsons
Jr.,
aunt
to
Laurence
5-Shell-fish attached 54- Ajar
In the line of recreation, movies
WELL Tel_953-M________________ 44*46
23- Boxes
56- Dine
to rocks
and Mrs Neal F. Douglass of Rock
are
shown
every
Friday
night,
and
Diabetics
in
Britain
will
be
per

24- Fondle
ON and sfter this date. April 15. I
16- To rush out suddenly 57- Fatigue
land, cousin to Mrs. Pierce assisted
will not be responsible for any bills,
27- Part of a flower
there are beano games with prizes,
17- Those who experi 58- Remembering
mitted to exchange their suger ra other
than those contracted by my elf,
with tire refreshments. Present1
ence sorrow for sin 61- An evergreen tree 28- Chlef actors
and in the summer, sports such as
personally
STANLEY
A
MILLER
tion for an extra meat ration.
29- Put off
62-Jeerers
18- Island (Poet.)
were:
iDana.
Marilyn,
and
Nancy
j
Thomaston___________________ 46*48
swimming, baseball and boxing.
32- Energy
63- Erase
19- Strike
'LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re
Sherer. Charlene and Kerry Ames, J
33- Perfume
64- Street (Ger.)
paired, called for and delivered
Tel.
eo-ciip
INSURANCE COMPANY 205. H H CRIE CO 328 Main St 45 U
David Pendleton, Stanley Grant, i INDEMNITY
34- Female deer
65- Wrinkled
21-Boy’s name
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
OF NORTH AMERICA
36-Frightens
I ~OLD, Weak. Over 40? Men. Women
?2-Marry
Philadelphia. Penn
Douglas Stone, Evelyn Brown. Rex
73 year-old Doctor writes; "I took Os38- Move from one
23-Taste
1939
ford Crockett, Bodine and "Jimmy" *
u ASSETS, DEC. 31. __
VERTICAL
_______„'trex tablets ResuL’s fine.'' Peps up
country
to
another
hioih
s
I
ti
ISjH'
EllEIP
25- Six hundred one
y
8tocks and Bonds,
825.876.727 83 bodies lacking Vitamin BI. iron, cal39- Banishes
MacDonald. They were all accom** Cash in Office and Bank,
26- Near (abbr.)
I N T
bUe
3.610.136 94 f|Un) phosphorus Oet 35c size today
41-Course of the wave*
1-Plans
2
29 First package satisfies or maker refunds
27- Woodland spirit
panted by their mothers Those un- ' fSt
r'eBs h all ovAno
109 388 62 ioW price Call, write C H. MOOR At
42Period
of
time
2Things
erased
28- Rate of motion
All other Assets,
E's T>A ! p_E:blCEN
1.372.217 98 CO
40*52
able
to
attend
were
"Eddie
and
43Guided
3Turns
over
and
over
30- Height (abbr.)
;!R
1
Hs
CALL
Rockland
Sanitary
Service
foi
45-Reiterate
Carol
Beverage.
4Not
employed
Gross
Assets,
833.110
198
66
31- Cut
ishea
net !
47-Obese
6-Turkish governor
33-Began
Lawrence
received
many
nice
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN Tel. 1399 14-tf
50-Happen again
6- Plural suffix
35- Rest
Admitted.
832.687 ISO 24
WASTE and ashes removed reason
gifts including a bookcase made
52- A container
7- Plant juice
36- Blemishe*
able rates, dependable service. STAN
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1939
8- Prime ministers of 53- Military assistants
and presented to him by his father. Net Unpaid
37- Erlemy
HALL.
Tel 311 or call at Haifa service
Losses.
812.734.163 00
55- Novel by Emile Zola
4(1 tf
England
40-Conquers
He was a very busy boy until every Unearned Premiums.
6.720,093 00 station. Main and Winter 8ts
56- Haif ems
9- Girl’s name
All other Liabilities,
42-Judges
3.232.904 24
As
the
tireless
and
self-sacrificing
doctor
of
River
’
s
End,
Jean
Hersholt
book
was
in
Its
proper
place
in
that
67-Web-like membrane
Cash Capital.
2.500.000 00
44-Comparative suffix 10- Rodents
is called upon to sit long, worried hours by the bedside of a youngster who new bookcase.
Government coal mines in Bulga
Surplus over all Liabilities 7.500.000 00
59- Lieutenants (abbr.)
11-To heave upward,
46- Rests against
is
an
epidemic
victim
in
“
The
Courageous
Dr.
Christian.
”
This
is
the
sec
60- Anger
as a ship
47- Oistant
ria
are breaking production reoortls
Total Liabilities and
ond RKO Radio release in a series of pictures based on the life and career
61- A letter
12- Weird (Scot.)
832.687.160 24
Surplus,
48- Pronoun
Subscribe
to
The
Courier-Oazette.
of
“
Dr.
Christian,
”
as
portrayed
by
Mr.
Hersholt
on
the
air.
—
adv.
while
private mines just jog along.
413-Debtor (abbr.)
43-T-49
13- Reprieve
49- By

Happy Hope Farm .

WALDOBORO

A GREAT COAT SALE

Kept Open House

$7.95

$13.95

In Everybody’s Column

$19.95

EGGS AND CHICKS*

•LOST AND FOUND;

WANTED

FOR SALE

♦
«

;

TO LET
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IH.LIEVES IN FAIR PLAY
CART BEFORE THE HORSE
GEORGES RIVER RD.
Hallowell, Aprtl 14.
Rev. Mr. Rose had the satisfac- |
A devotional meeting will be held
John Lane Thinks the Hands
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tion of attending the Maine Con-;
In
the Finnish Church Thursday.
of Governor Barrows Should
««««
One Thing That Ia Oper
The editorial in the Sunday
ference at Auburn Wednesday with i
The
evening service Sunday will
Be Held Up
If you are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
MRS OSCAR C LANE
Telegram, titled "The People Have
ating Against Marketing begin at 7 o'clock. Sunday school
the assurance that the Church fi-1
to
her
informative
talk
Monday,
Wednesday,
Thursday
and
Friday
Correspondent
Their Rights" urging a special ses
of Maine Spuds
nances are well in hand and all j
meets at 2.
Rockland, April 15
at 1.30 p. m. Stations WNAC, WCSH, and WLBZ.
sion of Legislature at this critical
debts paid.
Among those who helped make
!
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
The Departments of Agriculture
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will
time seems to me poor business
The auxiliary of the Womans
the Finnish relief social at the
Wculd you allow me space in your i judgment.
meet Thursday night.
Let’s swing around the circle Chicken Salad in Pineapple Shells of New York, New Jersey and Finnish Congregational Church a
Home
____ _______
Missionary Society met
A special session of Legislature
Union Church Choir was ln Thursday at the home of Mrs Lila ! pflper to st8,€ my views °f the scanOne large fresh pineapple, 3 cups | Pennsylvania are co-operating with success were Anselm Aho. member
picking up "oddities" today. First
charge of the evening service and Burrill and Mrs. Ethel Griffin. All 4a’ ’n Augusta? As I see it the now is unwise both from a financial
cubed,
cooked chicken, l'j cups the Maine Department of Agri of the executive committee, also
we
have
an
answer
to
that
question
presented ‘Skybird" in song and expenses were reported paid except i Governor of our State is an inno and practical standpoint. Having
cubed,
unpared
red apple. % cup culture in a survey of the condition Mrs. Hilma Hendrickson who do
about
galloping
teas.
In
Provi

story Sunday to a large and ap- - a small deflclt on the budget Which ecnt victim. Putting his trust ln over 100 Legislators in session be
broken
walnut
meats,
Cain’s May of Maine potatoes on their arrival nated Finnish style cheese and cof
preciallveaudience. Miss Gertrude j should be easily covered
thf
working under him fore the audit ls completed would dence, R. I„ they call them "gallop
at retail stores in these three majoi fee bread.
onnaise,
mixed
salad
greens.
Vinal was reader.
, annual meet,ng ln june
[
appolntpd and
he only confuse matters and delay this ing or diminishing teas” and earn
Cut fresh pineapple in two, marketing areas, C. M. White
The beautiful flowers were the
whole affair, for how many Legis- as much as $125 for church or
Rev. and Mrs Kenneth Cook and
Mrs. J. D. Thurston and Mrs. Lela i d;jjn't, It locks to me like a crowd ilators have the first knowledge of charity. One lady starts with 12 lengthwise; hollow out both halves; Maine's marketing chief stated to handiwork of Mrs. Hilda Lauiila
daughter Lois Marie, returned Haskell attended the Maine^ Con- j of judases. I can't see where the , accounting and what could they do
cube enough of hollowed-out por- day.
Your correspondent apologizes for
guests for tea and each pays 25 tion to make lti cups; chill. Com- J Each State will work on different
Monday from Auburn, where they
.he inadvertent omission which
ference in Auburn.
Governor is one bit to blame. Some ' to help out the situation at this cents or a total of $3 00. Each of
attended Meihodist Conference.
bine chilled, cubed pineapple, chick- phases of the survey, which, when seems tiie more regretful because
, Rev. H. I. Holt supplied the people may say this letter is a sym- time?
the original 12 then invited eight en, apple, nutmeats and mayon- completed, should present a comshe visited the childhood heme of
At Union Church Circle Thurs- Methodist pulpit Sunday in the ab-1 bol of friendship, but I might have ■ The Legislative session would only
making 96 guests and at 25 cents naise and serve in pineapple half plete check-up of handling condlMrs. Hendrickson and Mr Aho in
day, these officers were chosen. (sence of the pastor.
1 reasons not to be too friendly with tend to invite political pressure each there's $24 for the treasury
President. Evelyn Patrick; vice j The heavy rajn of the past week (he Oovernor. As a ma'ter of fact perhaps in the wrong direction and Each of the 96 invited four, a. total shells on' a bed of mixed salad tions, the misuse of the term ’'Maine Finland in 1930. It is now owr.ed
(Potatoes" and the illegal use of by Mr. Aho's brother whose wife is
presidents. Gladys Coombs and paused considerable damage to i believe in charity. It is unfortu- perhaps cover those who should be of 384 bringing in $96, and there's greens.
second-hand sacks. White predic a sister of Anselm Lampinen of
Margie Chilles; treasurer, Georgia j roads and bridges. Cellars are | nate at this time, just before the brought into this disgraceful af- your total of $123. The secretary Caramel Walnut Sauce
One
cup
brewn
sugar,
1
cup
boilted.
Thomaston. She served delicious
Roberts; secretary, Mary L. Arey; hooded and the Haskell meadow en- primaries and he being a candidate fair.
keeps a list of guests so the same
financial secretary, Annie Patrick; 1 tirely covered with water. Many that such things should happen; be-I A few selfish Legislators are ones won’t be invited over and over, ing water, ',4 cup walnuts, chopped, i He pointed out that preliminary thin pancakes which the French
Maple sugar may be substituted reports had been received Trom ^all "crepes suzette” and the Finns
chairman of work committee, Jen | went to the bridge Sunday to see cause we all know in politics they aching to get their name in print
and in a large community or parish
for the brown sugar. Cook sugar Pennsylvania which showed tha
all "lattyja." With them this
nie Maker. Supper was served by the unusual sight.
always look for scandal to hurt a ; for their own political reason,
two good causes are served, you '
Cora Peterson. Mrs. Henry Newbert.
Mrs. J. D. Thurston and Lela Has candidate. I really believe that the ] Why not let these outside audi- make money and you mix up your and water together until caramel- the 42 lots of Maine potatoes in- gracious mistress of a lovely farm
Mrs. Owen Roberts and Beulah kell attended the Methodist Con Republican party, in all honor and tors complete their audit without groups socially which is pleasant. ized, stirring constantly. Remove spected by the Department of Agri home served red currants crushed
from fire and add chopped walnuts. culture at retail markets only twe with sugar, and of course, coffee
Drew.
| duty bound should hold up the' political interference and when
ference ln Auburn.
Mrs. Ned Thurston says they Serve with vanilla Ice cream.
•
't •
lots were "out-of-grade '. The report and coffee bread.
Mrs. Frances Roy is visiting her i hands of the Governor and show completed present the facts and have “galloping teas" in Welling
At Manarda Council of PocohonString Brans with Tomatoes
attributed defects in lots that were
Last week was a busy one for the
then
convene
Legislature
in
special
daughter
in
Lewiston.
I
the
people
that
they
have
confitas tonight, there will be work on a
ton on a simpler scale, just groups
One pound string beans, 2 slices
thc standard t0 mechanical Jolly Toiler's 4-H Club girls. They
Mrs. Walto Hoit of Portland was ' dence enough in him to go to the session.
candidate.
calling on some friend and each
were guests Wednesday on the pro
Why put the cart before the paying 15 cents. Rosemary Both- fat pork, 2 or 3 red tomatoes, injury trough handling*.
Mrs. Christina cnristie, enter recent guest of her parents, Mr and polls and nominate 'him ln the
The New York Department of gram at a social in Friendship
horse at Ohe expense of the people. more says in Vermont, church peeled, salt, pepper and sugar, 1
Mrs.
J.
C.
Simmons.
June
primaries.
tained the Bridge Eight at her
cup stock. 1 tablespoon minced Agriculture is conducting a survey given by the 4-H Girls' Club. Mrs.
Merle F. Dobbins.
Mrs. Arlene Esancy and children
Probably I will be -criticized for
groups set aside a month for "gal parsley.
home Friday night. Luncheon was
of the use of second-hand sacks foi Van Deinan leader Rev Mr. Van
of
Burkettville
visited
Sunday
with
^is,
but
it
hasn't
been
proven
to
loping teas" and during that time
served.
Cut the pork Into very fine strips;
Mitt Ruth Brown left Saturday!hfr Parents Mr and Mrs. John 3im- *ne ye‘ 0,81 he “ in any way a! SPRUCE HEAD
they call on friends who aren't place these together with the beans repacking Maine potatoes while the Deman and his two boys’ 4-H
for South Paris to resume teaching mons.
a“
au e tie
1 at *'as
Miss Katherine Aagesen and Miss forewarned but you serve tea and in a deep frying pan. Remove seedy agricultural officials of New Jersey Clubs were among those present.
are inspecting potatoes ln sacks Rev. and Mrs. Deman led the young
after a three weeks vacation.
I S°Phia Shepard who boarded nt taken and why should the innocent Ethel Sheldon of Bloomfield, N. J„ cookies or whatever you have. 'Die
pulp from tomatoes, cut them into
markrxi "Maine Potatoes" to de people in games and American folk
The Antique Club met Mondav »ic home of Miles Hilton In Coopers
to for the guilty. Now I am not recently visited at Miss Aagersen's idea is purely social there. (No
small pieces, and add lo the pork
with Mrs. Ernest Macintosh
the past four months, has re-: P8‘4 l® ‘»Iaw 8 h0™ for °®v Bar- summer home.
doubt It keeps the community on and beans. Season with salt and termine the percentage that con dances Refreshments were sold,
tain potatoes grown In other States part of the proceeds donated to
- .
! turned home Mrs Hilton and Miss 1 A but its Just lair piay as I see
Howe W. Elwell has returned from the qui vive with spotless houses pepper, also add sugar to taste; add
It
to
live
and
let
live.
White said that his department Finnish Relief. The Jolly Toilers
Barbara Ziegler of Norton. Mass.,
Rockland where he passed the win and well-filled cookie jars and tea stock; cover and cook until the
MONHEGAN
John W. Lane
was “especially grateful for th« were recently guests at dinner,
oaddies
while
the
month
lasts.)
called Friday on Mrs. Shepard. Miss
ter with his sister. Mrs. Marguerite
beans are tender. Turn into a serv
Miss Natalie Ome went last
So many of you collect old cook- j
steps these states are taking to and program of Weymouth Grange
Ziegler has been an intimate friend
Harris.
ing dish and sprinkle with the
Tuesday to Waterville where she
er,
griddle,
clock,
smoking
stand,
help Maine market her major agri for Knox Pomona at Thomaston.
bocks
that
we
must
pass
on
inforj
pars
]
ey
[ of Georgia Shepard, both being on
Mrs. L. C. Elwell who was in ma tion sent us by Starr Leonard
will receive eye treatment.
blankets, dry goods, grain, groceries
cultural crop and he expressed the Assisting them in their presentation
I the staff at Wheaton College.
MENU
Rockland several days with her , of Worcester about the unparalleled
Harvey Cushman Will make hls
and
several
marine
oil
paintings
belief that "closer co-operation be of Finnish Folk dances were Supt.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esancy en
Breakfast
home in Friendship, for the sum
daughter. Miss Virginia Drlnkwater, J old cookbook
a,
Wor.
tween states would prove of unlver Morse, speaker, Norman Lilja of
tertained Sunday, Mr and (Mn. donated by a friend in Cambridge,
Stewed Prunes
mer where he will engage in lobUnion, soloist, Mrs Emilia Johnson,
Mass.,
A
landscape
painting,
given
has
returned
home.
(
Antiquarian
society.
They
I
sal benefit to the potato industry.
Carl Sukeforth and daughter. Anne.
Wheatena
stering and will return here in the Mr and Mrs James Curtis and by John L,IJa of Union
Lewis Tabbutt and Albert Harjula
Mrs. Cassie McLeod came home have 490 books given by the late
be sold
A
survey
of
the
shipping
and
re
Nut Muffins
accompanists.
Tiie beautiful Finn
fall
On
the
committee
are
Mr.
and
recently
from
Quincy.
Mass.,
where
Waldo
Lincoln,
and
the
bocks
date
reiving points. White said, showed
daughter Nancy of Washington.
Welch's Orapelade
Assistant Keeper Henley Day
ish and American flags were loaned
Mrs Theodore Olson. ‘Frank Silo- she spent the winter with relatives.1 jrom 1742 to 1860 "The Compleat I
that
the
majority
of
bruises
found
Mrs. <Selma Hanson and son Robert
Coffee
went last Tuesday' to the Marine
nen of Wairen, secretary, Mrs.
Mrs. Callie Morrill was hostess Housewife" is the oldest and The
in the metropolitan markets were by Matt Elglund of Long Cove Of
of Washington and Ellis Maddocks.
Lunch
Hospital in Portland, where he will ’
special interest was the presence of
Frank Silonen, of Warren, Mr. and recently at bridge.
Mrs.
Mar1
Frugal
Housewife
’’
printed
in
BosChicken Salad in Pineapple Shell,not evident when the P°tal<*s ’eft
The W.C.T.U. will meet Thurs
undergo an operation.
Keeper
Oov. and Mrs. Barrows to whom,
Mrs. O to Karl, Mr and Mrs. John garet Tinney of Quincy, Mass., who j ton in 1772 has plates engraved by
Bread
and
Butter
Fingers
!
^
a
’
ne
Greater
care
in
handling
at 2.30 at the home of Mary , ,,
i—
- - -,
Vinal Foss is in the same institution day
Ware, the program subject to be , 1 ja' ’A and, ’^5' W,’’lam Pek' w'as special guest won the travel Paul Revere.
Worth
visiting, 1 ’Peanut Butter Ice Box Cookies will play an important part in elim on behalf of the club. Miss Arlinc
fcr a minor operation. Mr. Smith
Nelson presented a leaf ot Finnish
kanen, Mr and Mrs. William Ant- prize. She also had high score. I wouldn't you think?
inating these defects,’’ White pre
Tetley Tea
coffee bread
and Mr. Watts of Burnt Island Coast ‘Alcohol Education’.
tila, Mr and Mrs. Nestor Mikkola,
dicted.
Mrs. Lucy Wall has been confined
Pauline Whalen has been perusing
Mrs. Sophia Shepard has reDinner
Guard Station, are the substitutes.
Henry Aho. Mrs. Eric Torvela of to the house the past week with
(Mr and Mrs. Edwin Harjula and
“La4les Handbook and House- |
turned
home
after
passing
the
winUnionMri
Alni
Lind
Mr
and
MfS
Cold
Sliced
Lamb
Mr. and Mrs Frank C. Pierce are
daughter Sonja of Bath visited rel
tonsilltis.
Her
granddaughter.
Miss
h
<>
’
4
Assistant"
published
in
1886
a
well
near
hls
home.
He
was
M
Mashed potatoes
enroue home from St. Petersburg, ter with friends at Coopers Mills. I char;es Sal0 and Mr
atives here recently.
rescued by hls mother and rushed
Irene Barnes who has been ill with in Claremont, N H., and found a
The Missionary meeting was held Dan(el MacIntosh of Appleton
Brown Gravy
Fla
flowery
gem
about
wedding
eti

Miss Dorothy Johnson was guest
to the doctor.
_______
pneumonia, is making rapid re’String Beans with Tomatoes
Ernest Wincapaw, is a patient in Thursday with Mrs Lila Burrill and 1
quette. "Marriage, the school of
of Miss Edna Ranta at the home
Elder
Archie
Beggs
of
Vinalhaven
Mrs.
Ethel
Griffin.
Midco
Vanilla
Ice
Cream
with
Knox Hospital.
Children's big matinee. Jimmie icovery'
affections, the music of two hearts
was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs of her sister and brother-in-law Mr.
•Caramel and Walnut Sauce
Mrs. Lela Haskell who passed the and Dlck
j^j^y at 3 30 Com.
Darrell L. Mann returned last
R. J. Chadwick and Capt. Walter
calls for a joyous celebration . . .
and Mrs. Elmer Starr in West
Samuel
Carter.
Coffee
Davis were in New Harbor, Wed winter In Florida, has returned munlty gjda Ten cents to all child- Tuesday to Oreat Duck Lsland light love that pitches man in his best
Rockport.
Thurlow
Pitts
and
Mrs.
Mary
home.
'Recipes
given.
nesday on business.
adv.
I Station.
key or rather keys him to pitches
Sewing Club met last Tuesday
Walters substituted at the high
The chemical was called Sunday
A cellar on the former Barstow
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Simmons beyond himself.. . the nuptial day,
night
at the home oi Mrs. Elmer
school
last
week
during
the
absence
property is being dug for tire next !for a chimney fire at Mrs. Laura ; ppsp-p pi YDF
spent the past week on Pleasant so calm so bright . . wedded life, STONINGTON
Nelson. Refreshments were served
of
Principal
Richard
Howell
and
new Cape Cod cottage which Ray- I Daniels’ home and before complet- ’
1
1
Everett Hatch is on jury duty in
that seminary of earth's best
Harold F Niles, Jr., son of Mrs. Island.
Miss Lena Morey.
mond Remick, will have built in ’ in8 work there, was called to a
Ellsworth.
j grass fire on Cobbs Ledge where : John L Rcbbln3' has 88a4> won a
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beal of virtues."
Among those getting yachts ready SOUTH WARREN
the next few weeks.
Mrs. Nellie Greene has returned
The "Ladies Handbook’’ yanks
seven-point star, a continuous an- White Head were overnight guests
for the coming season are: Capt
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Overlock. Mr.
Miss Virginia Richardson is visit- the wind was blowing a gale. Every- nual record since his attendance in ' last Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Forbride and groom back to earth with from Oceanville and is employed at1 Eugene Eaton, Capt. Frank Oross and Mrs. Milton Robinson and Mrs.
lng her grandmother in New Harbor one turned out with brooms, pail of
an "bdvertisement for Celery Com the home of Mrs. Natalie Cleveland Capt. Gardner Joyce, Capt. Cecil
school.
rest Cheney.
Ada Spear were guests Sunday at
Mrs. Jay Connaway and daugh- j water and anything at hand to
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Powers
ter have returned home from a beat out a fire. On little chap had ' ArUlur DavU ’’ecently went to
Mrs. Margaret Tinney returned pound however. After listing every
Hardy and Capt. Elmer Dow,
O. B. Libby’s in observance of his
~! ill known to man or beast which , j„
were recent
at the home
week's visit in Camden and Cane a corn DODDer and was doina his Cr:elwv«n where he will spend the ; Wednesday to Quincy, Mass., ac. „ visitors
_
„ ..of
Mrs. Howard Ellis and child birthday.
weeks visit ln Camden, and Cape
corn popper and was doing his summw
companied by Mrs. Annie Burton '
Compound is guaranteed to 'Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Damon at North
Deanna are at the home of Mrs
Eliabeth.
Mrs. Connaway was best to stop the blaze.
Mrs. Mabel Jordan who has been
Miss Harriet Counce of Thomas- who
Mrs. Frances
who has
has been
been euest
guest of
of Mrs.
Frances cure> the 44 sWles lt s ’’Quieting, Deer Isle.
Linnie Trundy.
The Encampment district meetguest of Mrs June Remick at the
at L. S. Copeland s for several weeks
Frances
Tracy
was
recent
guest
of
ton has been guest of Mrs Charles ' Newhall in Rockland.
bracing, revitalizing and tones the
Mrs. Grace Pickering died April has returned to the home of her
latter place.
' ing was held Saturday night in BelHupper
======== i tx’fvous system
Cost $100 per Mrs. Vesta Stinson.
10 at the home of her niece Mrs son Henry Jordan in Rockland.
Maurice Davis has returned to fast. After supper. Mt. Horeb En- ,
Caroline
Turner
is
staying
with
Henley Day of Monhegan has returned home after spending the
*“ bottles for $5 00
And
James Hardie in Stonington. She
Gorham Normal School after visit- campment demonstrated the Royal!
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Lermond of
been visiting his grandparents, Mr. winter on McGee Island
P' ’ft'3’*11 uiquires: "If it s so Mrs. Stephen Rise for the remain was born in Deer Isle, Jan. 18, 1876
ing his parents Mr. and Mrs. Leslie , Purple degree and was highly com- j
Jefferson
were visitors Sunday at
der
of
the
school
year.
and Mrs Georee Dav
__
' darned efficacious, why the six
0
veorge Day.
|
Mrs sginey Packard bottles?"
Davis.
I plimented by the grand patriarch
Oeorge Lermond s.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oeorge
Lufkin
and
Mr and Mrs John Anderson have of CamdAn Mlled recently or
Mr. and Mrs Fred L. Townsend I Several grand officers were present
Mrs. W. C. Leavitt has returned
Do you suppose our newspaper children, who passed the winter SOUTH LIBERTY
returned to Crlehaven after spend- friends
attended the State Republican con
from a visit with relatives In
Howard
Leighter
visited
hls
par

columns
and
cookbooks
will
be
as,
with
Mrs.
Lufkin's
parents,
Ing the winter at his home here.
vention, in Portland. During their For Finnish Relief
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons | quaint and funny in 54 years?
j the Roy Bryants, have moved ents. Mr. and Mrs. £. A. Leighter Marblehead. Ma&s.
A
benefit
concert,
bazaar,
and
Miss Maud Hupper recently visitabsence, Maurice Davis was in
recently passed a few days in Mas Peanut Butter Ice Box Cookies
Mrs. Rosa Cutting who spent the
| to apartments over T. H. Sturdie's over the weekend.
Mrs Franklin Tnissell.
charge of the Monhegan 8tore Mr dance for Finnish Relief is planned .
sachusetts.
winter in Florida returned home
Among
the
recent
visitors
at
the
One-half
cup
shortening,
1
cup
store.
for Saturday night at Olover hall,
Fr€d Waldo has returned to VagaTownsend was a delegate
Rev. and Mrs. Daniels of Boston brown sugar, 1 egg, 3 to 4 cups sift
Joseph Daudlin was granted nat home of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jew Tuesday. Her son E. C. Cutting of
Mrs~ Starr Pierce""has returned'1" Warren The committee has ob- bond Ccttage after passing the
arrived Wednesday,
ed
Presto,
1
teaspoon
vanilla.
Pea

uralization
Wednesday tn Ellsworth. ett were Mr. and Mrs. Maynard South Porrtland has been her
,
home fully recovered from illness. tained, several talented musicians winter in Thomaston.
Mrs. Jane Simmons is a patient nut butter frosting
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Wescott have Whitaker and children of Windsor. guest for several days.
lrcm
Boston.
including
Mrs.
'
Miss
Shirley
Teel
has
been
visitHer sister Mrs. Winthrop Shepard,
I at the Lucette rest home in ThomWilbur Harper has returned from
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Cooper and
Cream shortening, add sugar returned to Boothbay Harbor.
and niece Polly accompanied her /rnanda Juht, soprano vocalist. ’n8 in Crlehaven.
gradually. Add egg and mix well.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Billings and daughter and Mrs. Esther Moody Florida where he acted as chauffeur
Karl Lang, violinist, and Miss J Rev- and Mrs. Benjamin White 'ason.
to the Island from their home in
. Mrs. Mary Barton has returned Add sifted Presto and vanilla using son Pearl Jr., were recent visitors and family of Appleton.
for Capt. I. E. Archibald of Thom
Sofia Strunberg, pianist. The pro- who occupied the Village Inn the
Weston. Mass., for a short visit.
from a trip to Massachusetts.
aston during the winter.
Mis.
Maude
Gleason
and
Mrs.
enough
Presto
to
make
a
stiff
at
the
home
of
the
Howard
Weeds
Mrs Verona Timson of Hyd« eraln wi"
f0”°wed by Finnish ,
three months ’have returned
Lottie Choat were callers Wednes
dough. Roll Into rectangular sheet at Little Deer Lsle.
Park. Mass , spent the past week i 804 American dancing.
j to Massachusetts.
' If You Suffer <
about Mi inch thick and spread with
Mrs. Mary Rice is caring for Mrs, day on Mrs. Inez Leigher.
at her cottage The Upper Seine I Flnni£h coffee bread, sandwiches. | Herbert Pierson of Martinsville is TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Effie Hannan has returned
Fkrcouraglng reports are heard peanut butter frosting. Roll as for I Harry Nevells.
Loft, preparing It for the Wallace cakes 8n4 coffec Wl11 * ierved
t ^“gaged in carpenter work at the
regarding the condition of Charles | Jel'y «>”• Cover with wax paper | Mrs. Katherine Nevells, R N. ls home after caring for Mrs. Harold
Two
door
prizes
of
$5
will
be
New
Ocean
House.
family, who will rent it for the sea
given, and 100 prizes in the bazaar i Mr. and Mrs. John L Robbins Morris who has been seriously ill and put in refrigerator overnight, [caring for Russell Watts who Is 111 Turner and infant daughter.
BUILD UP RICH RED BLOOD!
son.
Otte Jones was guest 'Wednesday
since arriving home from the hospi When ready to use cut into thin [ with pneumonia.
Lydia E. Plokham'i Vegetable Com
Leslie Davis and Everett Carter, will be awarded, these prizes do- have had as recent guest Mrs. Robtal following an operation for ap- slices and bake ln a moderate oven
Mrs. Margaret Young and John of his brother, Elmar Jones.
pound TABLETS are helping thou
were in Boothbay Harbor Wednes nated by merchants of Rockland, bins’ father, Henry Teel.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Turner were 1 sand! of girls to relieve functional
pendicitis. He is being cared for (350 degrees F * on greased baking Young have returned from ProviWaldoboro,
Warren,
Union,
ThomI
Evangelist
John
T.
Holman
has
day with trawl fish and to get bait.
monthly pain with its nervou*.
sheet 10 to 12 minutes. Peanut dence.
visitors last Tuesday in Augusta.
moody »pell». Plnkham's Tablets
Miss Margaret Bartlett has re a.'ton and Washington. Prizes will returned to New Hampshire after a by Miss Faustina Rcbinson, R. N. Butter Frosting: Use half peanut
The young son of Mr. and Mrs ! Frank Sukeforth visited recently
ALSO help build rich red blood and
include a year old heifer, two lots few days spent with his family here. | Warren Clark of Waltham, Mass.,
turned from Winsorvillc, and re
thus promote more strength to
cf coal, radio, lamps, electric ccok- I Mr and Mrs. Rodney Davis have «’as guest Sunday of his uncle Levi butter and half Land O' Lakes Ernest Snow narrowly escaped I at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
combat monthly distress. Try them'
opened school after a spring vaca
Butter in a plain confectioner's drowning recently when he fell in Leigher.
------------- - -----■ ... , Ha thorn.
tion.
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald of sugar frosting.
Rockland preached Sunday morn
Boy Scouts in the state of Cochin,
A
ing in the absence of Rev. Newell
CAMEL'S SLOWER WAY OF BURNING
India, helped launch Food control
I LIKE ALL THE MILDNESS I CAN GET
J. Smith who substituted In Rock
N E W... 4 pure white
by explaining the regulations to
land for Rev. Mr. MacDonald at
MEANS SEVERAL DEFINITE
IN MY CIGARETTE. CAMELS BURN
housewives and storekeepers.
ODORLESS*
the First Baptist Church.
IN PLEASURE—AND EXTRA SMOKING
cream which SAFELY
Mrs. Evelyn Hunnewell has been
SLOWER AND SMOKE SO MUCH
Slovakia has been paying $599,staying
at
(he
home
of
her
brother
000 a year to foreign countries for
REMOVES HAIR
Charles Morris since his illness.
Him rentals.

VINALHAVEN

UNION

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST

“Rough Handling”

Fmale Weakness

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

'EXTRAS1

Mrs. Rena DowMrs. Rena Dow died March 29,
after a long illness. She was loved
by all and will be greatly missed.'
Funeral services were held at the
Baptist Church, conducted by Rev.
Sidney Packard of Camden assisted
by Rev. Newell Smith. Beautiful
floral offerings surrounded the
casket. Interment was in Clark's
Hill cemetery.
She is survived by her husband,
j Sidney Dow; two sisters, Mrs. Rose
Richards and Mrs. Mary Gregory
(of Rockland; two brothers, Oeorge
I N. Hall of Camden and James Hall
of St. George.
Bearers were Nelson Gardner,
Allen Conary, Capt. Frank Hunter
and Harold Hupper.

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Inland and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject lo change without notice

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up
Read Down
P. M.
A. M.
5.31* Lv. rtwan'a Island, Ar. (.00
Ar. 4.40
(.30 Lv. Stonington,
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 330
Ar. 2.45
(.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
117-tf

Children's big matinee, Jimmie
and Dick show, Friday at 3.30, Com
Dudley Digges. Douglas Walton, David Niven and Olivia de Havilland
I discuss the spectacular exploits of the Amateur Cracksman in a scene from munity Bldg. Ten cents to all child
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Raffles,”—adv.

ren.—«dv.

1. A fragrant whits cream with
out any bad odor. *
2. Painless , , . not messy. . .
quick to use. As simple to re
move as cold cream,
3. Economical because you use to
very little each time.
4. Does not irritate healthy normal
skin.
5. Removes heir c/ose to skin, leav
ing skin soft, smooth, clean and
fragrant.

39*
a tube

NAIR

At stores which sell toilet goods

FOR EXTRA MILDNESS,

In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS
burned 2i% ilowar than the average
of the 1$ other of the largest-selling
brands tested - slower than assy of
them. That means, on the avenge, a
smoking plat equal to

EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR-

tmck/

CAMELS
SLOW-BURNIN6 COSTLIER TOBACCOS

Every-Other-Day
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day they were accompanied by NEW ROCKPORT PASTOR
their
granddaughter,
Connie! Rev N F Atwood, who has served
Knights who is to spend the school as pastor at the Rockport Metho
a a a a
XX xX /X /X
A A A A
a a a a
XX XX xX xX
Once Composed Rock
a a a a
vacation with them.
I dist Church the past three years
LIDA
G
CHAMPNEY
land High School Library
GILBERT HARMON
Miss Edith Ludwick of Liberty ! received an appointment at the rcSHHU.EY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. 1 fent conference to thc church in
—
Its Growth
A A A A
A A A A
A A A A
Z\ XX ZX XX
A A A A
X\ XX XX XX
Herbert Pales.
, Danforth.
i The foundations of thc present
Tel 2229
Tel. 713
Tel. 190
There wiU be a public meat loaf I Rev P Ernfat emith who has
Rockland High School library were
supper at St Johns parish hall been P“tcr of ,,lc Methodist
Tiie Bey Scouts will hold a Court I Miss Catherine Simonton of Bo laid many years ago ln room three
, Church in Madison the past few
Mrs. Martha Carter went Mon Thundav at 5 30
Mrs Nathaniel Stone entertained '-VMrs and who serv€d as Pas,or of ,of Honor Wednesday at 7.30 o clock gota. N J . who has Just returned of the old High School building. It
day to Middleboro, Mass., to visit
Mrs. Agnes Boynton during the at a surprise shower party Friday 'the Methodist Church in Camden |hi the town offices. Parents and from a winter spent at Florida re- was started by a class of Sopho
l sorts was weekend guest of Miss
school vacation.
night for Miss Lucille Dolliver, during 1923-1929 has been assigned friends are Invited
mores under the direction of Miss
Tlie Congregational Good Cheer Mabel Pottle, Amesbury Hill.
the
Rockport
Church.
Madelyn Haupt celebrated her whese marriage to Robert Stone
Mrs. Diana Pitts left Monday for Coughlin. They had a few volumes,
Class will meet tonight with Mrs
15th birthday Sunday entertaining tock place Sunday, The refresh
probably not over a dozen, which
a week's visit in Boston.
Alice Rich.
a group of friends at her heme. ment table was decorated wi h
composed the whole of the school
Tlie
Baptist
Ladies'
Circle
will
Miss Ruth Heald has returned
She received many pleasing gifts white and green and had pink
library at that time. Shelves were
from Florida where she was em meet Wednesday afternoon at the
and refreshments included a beau roses for the centerpiece. Many Final Standing. Serond Half
home of the president, iMrs. Maud built along thc wall of the room,
w L. PC. PF1. Ave ployed during the winter.
tifully decorated birthday cake. attractive and useful gifts were
and students began the task of col
About 50 Girl Scouts arc plan- Walker.
Youngs
65 35 .611 26.010 ♦89 1
the gift of Mrs A. P Chapman of presented tlie guest of honor and
lecting
books.
A mock wedding will furnish the
Elliots.
4!) 41 544 35236 470.6
Rockland.
] tlie evening was spent playing
In
1903
L. E. Moulton, then prin
entertainment
at
the
stated
meetFelts,
47 43 522 35.591 4745
The presentation of "Travel-j vai'lous games. Other guests were
cipal. founded a speaking and de
35.463
472.S
The
convention
epens
at
9.45
and
ing
of
Harbor
Light
Chapter
OES
44
45
439
472.S
mania" by thc Star Circle if 'Mrs Theodore Clukey. Mrs. Ralph
470.7' closes with a pageant. "Our Great- j onight and picnic supper will bc bating society called thc Lyceum
44 46 433 35,y2
35.3"2 470.7
Orace Chapter, O E 8, has been j Thorndike. Mrs Charles Winchcnwhich turned all the money re
Xy:..
Marks.
4629 er Heritage with 500 girls taking ■ served at 6 o'clock.
31 53 .345 34.717 4629
postponed from April 19 to April 26 bach, Mrs. Mildred Barton, Mrs.
ceived
from its programs Into the
Lcague Records, individual: High , part. Money is being raised to | Miss Susan Frost of tlie High
Extra
dollar
returns
on
Wheat,
Vegetable*,
and Com, which farmerl
,,
_
,
Garfield Dolliver, Mrs. Philip NewMrs. Francis Tillson went yes- i
H
match total. Carleton Porter 584: transport tlie girls to Portland by , School faculty, is spending the va- expansion of the library. Tills so received Nationally for each dollar spent on fertiliser.
bert, Mrs: Ralph Hoffses, of this
ciety numbered such men as Wil
terday to Farmington for two
i cation at her heme in Kingman.
high single. Ed Marks 145. Team: bus.
The gigantic sum—three billion crop to crop. Tobacco led the list
town, and Mrs. Harriett Forsblom
liam C. Bird, Mayor E. R. Veazie,
weeks visit with her father, Rev. and Mrs. Iola Wyllie of Cushing.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Thornton
Havener
High match. Elliots 2560; high single. | The Congregational Ladies Circle
dollars—which farmers have re with an increased value return of
Isaac V. Mayo and her sister. Mrs. |
Hastings 547; high match total.1 will meet for the last time this j of Kittery Point spent the weekend and Milton M. Griffin among Its ceived from the Government under $4.10. Potatoes showed a return
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary will
members. The Shakespeare So the AAA since 1933 is equaled by of $2.90. Other crops reported
Harold Stevens.
.
EUiots-Marks 4954.
season Wednesday afternoon, with with his aunt. Mis. Ethel York.
Miss Christine Moore returns toat
Le«ron rocms ftldajr| Match results: Youngs 2361-2;: Mrs. Alvah Greenlaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Ingra- ciety ma^le several contributions of the extra dollar value of increased were apples, which brought $3.22
j
night at 7.30.
day to Boston after spending sev“
„
'
J
Elliots 2430-4; Graftons 2418-4;
Mrs. William H Broadhead will I ham and children of Skowhegan books, and the Progressive Society yields produced by fertilizer in the for each dollar invested: dry beans,
■ j
Mrs. Harvey Lmdsev gave a partv
eral days as guest of Miss Helen I
.
''
•
.
Hastings 2397-2; Felts 2349-2; Marks entertain the members of Commun-| are visiting his parents. Mr. and gave a frieze depicting the en same period, according to estimates $2.80; and sweet corn, $4.16.
Maine farmers also had their say
c&rr
Sunday from 2 to 4 o clock In ob-1
trance of Alexander Into Babylon. made from personal interviews with
2280-4.
: ity Hospital Club Thursday at Mrs. E. E. Ingraham.
about the effects of fertilizer on
32,000
farmers
in
35
States.
j »»
j i i
ji
servance
of
the
fourth
birthday
of
i
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Randlett .
.
„ , ,
,
I
High scores for week: Match? Green Gables.
Among those from the local Thc Public Library gave old books
Maine farmers gave the inter quality of crops. Over 82 per cent
; her granddaughter. Catherine Lud-•
and two sons of Milton, Mass, ar
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will | Methcdist Church who attended from time to time, and many in viewers grass-root facts which said they got better market quality
Robbins 554. Youngs 552. Felt 531.
wig, daughter of Mr. and Mrs ,
rived Saturday to be guests of Mr.
' Shields 537, Ed Elliot 516. Por’er meet with Mis. Annie Thomas the conference at Auburn were: dividuals made helpful additions to show that for every dollar they in all cash crops, while 39 per cent
Ralph Ludwig. The dining-rocm'
and Mrs Harold Vinal. Mr Rand
Mrs. Estella Simonton, Mrs. Olive the number of volumes.
spent for fertilizer they received an said they got better feeding quality
was gaily decorated with pinki' 515. Grafton 510. Ben Smalley 534. Wednesday at 2 o'clock at her home
| Singles. Robbins 138-123. Felt 132. on Cross street.
lett returned home Sunday and
Whittier, Miss Marion Weidman.
Wlien Miss Couglin became prin average return in increased yields in grain and hay, and 29 per cent
crepe paper streamers and lollipop
Mrs Randlett and son are remain
Shields 134-123 Young 124-114. Ben
Erwin Aldrich of Daytona Beach, Mrs. N. F. Atwood. Miss Mattie cipal, the collection, then occupying of $2.84. In other words, Maine declared they observed better ship
favors added to the colorful scene
ing for a week's visit.
Smalley 120. Porter 117, Ed. Elliot j Fla., bas been recent guest of Mr Russell. Miss Betty Sukofortli and nine eases and comprising a little farmers spent $3,288,000 for ferti ping quality in fruits and vege
lizer. The extra return which they tables.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Anderson
Miss Helena Upham
over 500 volumes, was moved to her
1116-113. Newbert 114. LaChanee 110, and Mrs. Robert A. Dexter.
received from its use amounted to Average return in increased
candles formed the centerpiece,
were hosts to the Rook Club and
Miss Althea Joyce and Miss Bea home room. Besides the books them $15,024,000, leaving an increased
Grover 110
I Richard Bond. YMCA Secreand thc guests gathered round to
yields for all crops in all States
guests Saturday night tlie occasion
Final Individual Record.
I tary. and the members of the Tig trice Marston are spending the selves, many pieces of art were add income above the cost of thc (er
celebrate the occasion were Cath
shown by thc survey was $3.60 for
celebrating the birthdays of Mrs.
ers' Club enjoyed a hike Monday . week with Althea s grandmother, ed from time to time. A chorus un tilizer of $9,736,000.
Entire Season
erine Lewis. Beatrice Lewis, Wal
Theodore Rowell and Weston
Strings
The returns from each dollar each dollar spent on fertilizer. Na
Ave. to Maiden's Cliff.
| Mrs. Tina Joyce in Swan's Island. der the direction of Miss Ruggles
ter Anderson, Ernest Lewis, and
Young. Both honor guests re
.. 125
103 3
Mrs. Alfred Hawes and Mrs
Mrs. Hazel Cain is able to be out bought and placed in the library Maine invested in fertilizer, as tionwide, the crops showing highest
Young
Esther Overlock, Priscilla Ring and
ceived gifts and tiie late lunch in
..
125
ICO 6 James Lavurle and son David, of again following a two week's illness. busts of some of the outstanding shown by The National Fertilizer j rate of return were: tobacco, cotRobbins
Association survey, varied from I ton, fruits, and vegetables.
cluded two birthday cakes Others Maxine Lindsey of Warren.
.. 125
Grafton
1001 Union were recent guests of Mrs
Tlie Farm Bureau will meet men in literature and art, including
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Graf- Pelt ___
.. 125
present were Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
996 Maud Porter.
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Llz- those of Shakespeare. Beethoven,
,plds
70
Macgowan. Mr. and Mrs. William ton were hosts at a picnic supper
99.2 ■ Harold Boynton is spending the , zie French in Rockland; subject; and Longfellow. One large picture. quently, and interest is not general, library and to keep up Interest in
9811 week in Boston.
! "Making the Most of Your Appear- “Christ Before the Doctors.’ was The things that are here for the it. She will always be remembered
.. 106
O. Maloney. Mr. and Mrs Warren and bridge party Friday night | Roes _____
Knights, Mr. Rowell and Mrs tlieir guests being Mr. and Mrs ' Ed Elliot ....
.. 120
97 8 Troop Three, Girl Scouts, will ance." Dinner at noon will be in purchased with the proceeds of an taking are never as much appre- j by those who attended school during
dated as those for which we must, the 50 years she taught here. I
.. 125
Young.
Mrs. Young and Mr William T Flint. Mr. and Mrs ■ Orover........
9’J-7 sponsor a bridge party Thursday charge cf Mis Louise Holbrook. art exhibit held ln the auditorium.
Robert Libby, Miss Clara Spear. I
work.
I think that the half-hour I spent
.. 115
Knights were awarded prizes for
Strout ____
97 7 night at 7.30 in Meguntlcook Mrs. Mary Spear and Mrs. Bernice
It should be emphasized that in
In any article of this kind it would , talking with her was as enjoyable
.. 120
having the highest scores and Mrs. Miss Letitia Creighton and Myles Lynch ........
95 0 Grange hall to raise money to buy Freeman
the time in which most of the prog
.. 120
Newbert
Maloney and Mr. Young those for Weston.
94 3 a scout flag and staff for the new
Mr. and Mrs Trygve Heistad and ress was made in this work the bc unfair not to mention the source as any I can remember —By Robert
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benjamin
Smalley
of information. I would like to [Brown
90
the lowest scores at Rook.
Moody ........
93 5 troop which has recently been daughter. Anna Marie, of Augusta.
schools did not enjoy the favored
_ 130
Charles Copeland and Ellis Spear, and son. Benjamin, spent Sunday Ken Feyler
93 4 formed. Reservations may be made were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. position which they occupy now. thank Miss Stahl for her help in
_ 70
92 3 by casing jgrs Harry J. Pettaplece, H O. Heistad.
3d. are expected to arrive tonight in Augusta, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Howard ......
The students worked hard to get things concerning the library now, Of every 1.009 children born in
... 120
Marks
92 3 captain. Everyone is asked to take
frotn Newton Center, Mass, for Lewis Smalley.
their books, they gave dramatic and Miss Coughlin for its history. Australia ln a recent year only 38
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts and n.na
„ no
925 own playing cards. Refreshments
several days' visit with Mr and
performances,
solicited from the Miss Coughlin probably did more
Mrs. Myles Watts returned Sun- j Hastings
.. 110
925 will be served. The committee is
Mrs W B D. Gray
than any one person to start the died under thc age of one year.
collections of individuals, and built
1 day to Belmont. Mass. after visit- j vinal
92 4
... 120
Vera Chapman. Jean Williams.
Mrs Pettapiece, Ruth Grindle, Rile
the collection by their own efforts,
91.3
„ 1C5
Virginia Sanders and Douglass Le ing relatives here. They were ac-' Dick Feyler
Lou Leighton, Beverley Upton, Eve
The spirit in which this was done
915
.. 95
van were guests of Virginia Pease eompanied on return by Mrs. For-' Hall .... -.....
lyn Libby, Peggy Snufii, Phyllis
is well Illustrated by a story told
912
est
Stone
and
son
David
Lee.
who
stetson
___
120
Saturday afternoon, celebrating
Chapman. Betty King, Pauline
by Miss Coughlin. She was great
909
no
were
to
be
their
overnight
guests
Pierpont
...
Virginia's seventh .birthday,
A
Libby, Frances Kobs, Beverley
(THE AGENCY OF SERVICE)
ly interested in the project and one
903
... 125
lively afternoon of games was .‘pent Ienroute t0 Winsted. Conn., for the' Foley ........
Grover, Laura Myrick. Beulah Red
90 L
day described the painting "Dante
80
417
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1042-W
by tlie youngsters and was conclud- |wee8Cogan ......
man and Mrs Mabel Tuttle of
and Beatrice to one of her class-f
883
-. 120
ed with the serving of ice-cream 1 Mr and Mrs EarI Sanborn of j Woodcock
46152
Union.
882
es. Roy Perry, who was a member
... 125
and cake. Mrs. Pease being assist Rockland called Monday night on LaChanee
Miss Bertha Clason and Miss
87 8
... no
of the class, said that f’ey had that
EQUITABLE EIRE A MARINE
PROVinr.NCF. WASHINGTON
ed by Mrs. William Levan. A gaily Mrs. Marion Williams at the home Al. Elliot ..
Julia Clason of Gardiner are visit
INSURANCE COMPANY
INSURANCE COMPANY
87 5
...
70
picture at home but lie had never
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orvel
Williams,
j
Thompson
Providenre. R I
decorated birthday cake was the
ing their brotlier. Congressman
Providence. K I.
86
9
ASSETS. DBC 31. 1939
... 115
known what it was. This appeared
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The Figures Showing
Development In United
States Are Almost
Startling

This And That

Safety Education
Being Taught In Public
Schools Both In City
and Country

A recent project undertaken by
leading
educators promises to Im
There are 16 times as many peo
Lmrrock Valley Pomona
prove
tremendously
the character
ple outside tlie United States as
In spite of a combination of bad within lt, yet this country lias
of safety teaching in public schools,
reads and bad weather the April nearly one-half of the world's total
both rural and urban. Estimating
By K. S. F.
meeting of Limerock Valley Po j of 41.090,347 telephones. Outside
that thc lives of 62,000 children of
school age liavc been saved largely
mona was held as scheduled in thc j tlie United States, on thc average,
Thc most popular songs ln South through safety education taught
hall of Pleasant Valley Grange Sat j only every 100th person has a tele
Africa are "Wes Gonna Hang out tn the schools since the year 1922,
urday.
phone, while within the United
While tire attendance was not I States there is about one telephone the Washing on the Siegfried Line the American Association of School
Administrators, a department of
large all tlie mainland Granges were I for every six people. There is more and "Wish Me I uck. iRosy".
• • « •
the National Education Association,
represented ar.d reported.
telephone Wire in the United States
Along with tlie best policy, who bas recently completed a survey of
Much to the regret cf all present
than in all thc rest of thc world
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R v. Royal Brown of Bangor, chap put together.
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I hr effect in rural and city schools
lain of the State Grange, wlio was
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speaker
Dr. ar.d Mrs Guy Wilson, Mrs.
Tlie Pilgrun Homemakers, a group
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Ruth Ellingwood and Dr. and Mrs ' of young married couples from the
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in
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learned
to play tlie piano ln no
H. V. Tweedie returned Saturday Congregational Church, will meet
where in lhe world the average
of safety education in urban schools.
Tlie following program was pre yearly per capita use Is only about time
from Auburn, where they attended tenight at the heme cf Mr. and ,
"Yes, I ve noticed that!" said hci •s"tall communities under the leadsented under direction of WorUiy calls. At the present time, more
a Methodist Conference, held there Mrs. John Trott, 247 Maverick J
neighbor.
erehip of the National Education
Lecturer
Mary
Fester.
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street. Thc discussion of "Chris
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er more tlian L’,00,000 calls per j. Adler, the author of "How to'tlonal methods to reduce the numley Grange; response, Fred Rice, day.
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Read a Book', "is tlie process by, her of dcatlis and injuries to chil
past master of Penobscot View
sister, Mrs. Fred B Hill.
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Hall; interesting account of a rescue eible to gather comprehensive au- h»hituated by good literature From ' ™ral highway, the isolation of a
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Snow.
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A surprise feature in wliicli four
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te.ephones are operated by govern- Industries as weaving, metal work.! eompotwi cf puplls arc used in tlie
stage blindfolded and their crossed
hanging. Outside work a specialty. William Payson.
Fla., where they spent thc winter.
mental agencies, while three-fifths pottery and all classes of knitting. volumc t0 nllvtrat<t g00d practlccs.
SPRING TONIC
arms and hands dressed to resem
All work guaranteed. Prices r»a| Por The Courier-Gazelle)
are operated by private companies. Good business.
Factors which need to bc covered
Mrs. Harry Lcvensclcr and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Oita re Oh. tls joyous ’o be llvlnx
ble nursing infants produced many tlie largest pmate system being in I
sonaole. Island work our specialty.
• • '• •
in tlie.e farm safety courses in
the honeysuckle grow
hearty laughs.
Hatch & Rowe, Tel. 424-WK, Rock Carl Christoflersen will entertain turned Saturday from Florida, Where
Skit by Raymond Young andi™' Uldted 8ta,e*
Tllr !arers;
Australia, Argentine. Brazil. Vcn-13,^1 Khoo>, are indicated by staWhere your heart to full of music
Ski MacLaurfUin: ntann £Oto I ?cton)
And the birds sre all e glow
land.
42-T&S-48 Tonian Circle Wednesday night at where they spent thc winter.
uth
M”“C° h’Ve M,ab;U,,ed I tW‘«> on the leading ousts Of
With
strict
harmony
and
love
notes
leading causes
Ruth MacLaughlin; piano
Mrs. Levcnselcr's home on West
And the buzzing of the bee
•
telephone
system
1s
tliat
cf
Geriederal
areas
patterned after Uic work accidents. Acccrding to the
Thc
Willing
Workers
will
meet
Tell
your
life
Is
made
lor
melody
Elizabeth
MacPhail;
original
play,
Meadow
road.
Neil I lltie having received train
many, which had only 4,146.489 Distilct of Columbia,
safety pubheation. "Accident Facts"
at the home of Mrs. Levi Flint. And fuU of minstrelsy.
ing from Antoine d'Paris at Saks,
"Tlie Reading of Two Letters," My telephones, cr roughly one-fifth I
• • . •
' Come away across the hillside.
5th Ave., is home for two weeks.
ron Young and Raymond Andersen cf the number in the Unitrd States. I This is something again—a black 4300 died last year on the farm as
Rummage sale Saturday at 447 Old County road. Thursday after ' Gather fragrance from I a lair.
Anyone wishing to make a hair Main street, by Woman's Auxiliary noon. Assisting hostesses will bc Lift your voice In adoration
the result cf accident; machines
i whose interpretation of a feminine
To the power of earth asd air.
No city in tlie world had as many cat cf thc London vintage wrars a and anmals were the chief causes.
dressing appointment, telephone 532
Miss
Ethel
Payson.
Miss
Frances
Sing
ye
songs
of
hearts
cour-geous
character
was
exceedingly
laugh
46-47
Rockland.
44-46 of St. Peter's Church.
telephones as New York City and white collar and wliat is more, a Leading all other types, machinery
life's battles with a will
Quinn. Mrs. Edith OBrlen and Mrs. Meet
provoking); tableau, posed witli
All your aches will quickly vanish
no targe city had a better telephone tinkling bell which gives out a accidents were responsible for 29
'
And
your
heart
with
rlumph
thrill.
Jane
Tait.
American
Flag
by
Sammy
Smith,
Mrs. Betty Knowlton has joined
Delicious home made doughnuts.
t.ian either Washington, D. C, or stream of light at night.
k s r
percent of the total number of
master of the Juvenile Orange, San Francisco. On January 1, 1939
Rockland
25c dozen, chocolate, molasses or rhe staff at Mansfield's in the dress
....
Rummage
sale
Thursday
at
10
while all sang "Columbia Gem of New Ycrk City had 1.632.348 tele-1 Tlie late Benjamin Cardozo of farm accidents. Among faun ma
plain. Special orders filled. Tele department. Mrs. Knowlton is one
chines tlie most dangerous was
Buy Yourself rich—through clas thc Ocean." original one-act play,
phone Marguerite Johnson. 1177-MK I of Rockland s best known business a. in at G.A R. hall, aus Edwin
phones, equivalent to 22.26 percent the Supreme Court gave this slgLibby Relief Corps.
46-lt sified offers
"Hie End of tlie Search." played by cf its 7.333.OCO population. Tliis ex- niflcant definition ol religion; found to be tlie tractor, followed in
6 o'clock or after.
46’47 women.—adv.
importance b.v the circular saw and
Myron Young and Mis Edna Har
ceeis tiie number of telephones ln "The submeigencj cl sell in th? combine
Kicks by horses and
vry; realistic bird calls. Sammy a;l of
and amcunls
,
ij^jxnreRjzrzfzrzjzjzjzraRQjERRfZJZizJiiz/zfZJzizjzjzfzjzfZJZfZfznjzjzfZJzri
pureuii of aii ideal, the rt-adlncvs ta mules caused one-fifth of tiie to
Smith; c.asing song.
to more than three times tlie num- spend one.se.f without measure for tal number of farm deaths, while
At the close of the meeting a sober cf telephones on the continent something intuitively appictmideJ overheating, falls and accidents
cial hour m which marching games of Asia whwe onc.ba;f [hc
great a,)d ncb;c.. ,n olhpr
were featured was much enjoyed. |xjpulaUon Uws Washington with words, to trust Ood and do His will caused by care and trucks follcw as
causes ot death.
The next meet mg will be held with 339,668 telephones and San Fran- I
• • • •
To train children ln the safe
Owls Head Orange May 11.
!clsco
282.008 telephones had.
At one time China cultivated cotMeguntlcook’ ’orange
Sewdng
anrt 38 53 lck- ion as a purely decorative plant. way to do their farm chores, to
play, and to go frem one place to
It was used in thc ceremonial drap- another, schools in small ccnununCtrcle of Camden will meet Wed- i
100 P°Pula1^
nesday afternoon with supper at 6 , ‘
, U'lcpll0np 'acdi,ips
of
images,
Itics are pressing thc latest and
oclock. At the meeting of the "‘J*
’
mast effective methods of Instruc
Grange In thc evening, there Wlll,a" far
than | Some me has said that human
tion into service ill tills business cf
h- n-z,,L 1„ ....
.... fourthjth0ac found abrt'ad' ’■'•aching a Iar knowledge mast be understood to saving lives,
be work in tlie third and
.greater proportion cf the population be lovrd, but divine knowledge
degrees. Thc Orange will be in open
in each community, whether large must be loved to bc understood
IRA K. HAMB1XN
session
i
PUb C U
A greater and more comIra P. Hamblen. 52. of 11 Clifton
muted to attend ihe Patriot's Day ,plcu. network Qf long d sUnce ,lnc,
Remember tills, friends, and lt street, Bath, died sudenly Friday
^TkeT ,71
cabled provides rapid and de-------------------------_______
_
was old Cicero wlio profounded
*
an
a so c aipcndable intercity voice cctnniuni- Uiis wisdom for the fqcs; ‘Nothing from a brief illness ln the Memorial
iama ie i e i i \ a group of .eation within thc country, and disperses more widely or .so swiftly hospital to which he was removed
cig i i gra c 8lr.s.
j overseas radiotelephone circuits as calumny and nothing w liicli Thursday.
Mr. Hamblen was a native of
Forty-onc members’of Good Will!
nMrly
lmiK>rlallt Point: wings its flight with moie uadi
Stonington, son of James and Liz
m the civilized world within reach nets."
Orange in South Warren accepted
zie Hamblen, and been employed at
of tlie American telephone.
the invitation of Maple Grange in
the Hyde Windlass Co., ever since
“Isn't It funny, mother, tliat hats
North Waldoboro Thursday night
coming to Bath 22 years ago. He
LOVE
cost more tlian radios?"
and helped furnish the progTam.
was a member of the Sagadahoc
With every Crotley Radio during this Special Sale
I For Tlie Courier-Gazette |
"Wiiy do you think tliat, Bobby?"
Rod. Gun and Skeet association.
Several other Granges were repre- The strands ol I,ove
»tronz-»ud yci
"Well," said Bobby, "In a win
you get at no additional cost
A small word lightly Hpoken
sented, supper served and an en Oon-tant
He leaves besides his wife. Gladys
naggins cea-ele« fret—
dow I saw a sign wliicli said, Hats,
And Love’s destroyed and broken
joyable evening spent.
Hamblen, one son. Avery Hamblen,
610 up' and in another window I
The strand, of Love are weak but, oh.
and one daughter, Mrs. Franklin
saw a sign wliicli said, Radios 610
Deep <rlef and smarting pain
Always think before you act, but Slckne s. poverty and worldly woe
Sherman, both of Bath; and one
down."
But weld a s rouger chain
don't think too long about an
sister. Mrs. George Moulton of Min
• • a •
Nellie M Endue
swering inlerstlng classified offers
turn.
Tenants Harbor
Motor trucks pay an average an
Prayers were conducted Sunday
nual tax of $697.74 fcr every mile
morning by Rev. Frederick P. Mof
of main road ln thc nation's high
way system, and they siiculd for fat of Corliss Street Churcli at tlie
they arc the chief source ot wear Arthur F. Mayo funeral residence,
and the funeral conducted ln thc
on the highways.
afternoon was in thc Burnt Cove
• • • •
::AT::
There was on Easter morning church. Deer Isle.
the first religious pregram by tele
ICE CARNIVAL
vision and it was designed especial
I For The Courier-Gazette)
ly
for
tlie
shut-ins
wiio
could
not
MOMIC >19A
to not the irraceful woman,
get to thc service of public worship. I It Nor
$7.50 (manufacturer’s list price)
the compact crowd that's there.
Five, Six and Seven Tube Crosley
• • • •
But the lee. Ihe blade, the beauty.
To which nothing can compare
Thc Biological Survey has esti
Brand New Sessions Electric Mantel Clock
John Harsen Rhoades
366 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
mated that 3,00,000 bats fly out of j New York
with your purchase of any Crosley Radio
1940 Streamline Models
the Carlsbad Caverns In New
TEL. 122
Mexico every night during tlie {
Only a limited number of these beautiful clocks
summer and most of them return
REG f 5 DUART PERMANENT WAVE, $3.00
In Brown, Tan, Ivory. Bakelite Cabinets and
to repeat thc performance the fol
are available. Buy now while the supply lasts.
lowing nights.
(Bottled Natural Ga«)
Genuine Crowell Walnut Cases
• • • •
REG. $7 FREDERIC PERMANENT WAVE 5.00
"I am surprised at Smith eleping , the modern cooldng
Take Advantage of This Special Sale. A New 1940 Radio and a $7.50 Electric Clock. Both for the Price
REG. $7 PARK AVE PERMANENT WAVE 5.00
witli your daughter. I thought he '
fuel now sells at a
W’as a friend of yours.”
of One.
REG. $7 PARK AVE. MACHINELESS,
5.00
"He is."
new LOW PRICE!

Tlie Browne Club meets Friday
Mr and Mrs. Carl Show are
spending a week in Worcester, night witili Mrs. Harriett Merriam.
Mass., where they are visiting rela Mrs. H. I. Hix will give a report of
tives.
the Missionary Convention held ln
Florida Uiis winter.
Miss Charlotte Murphy, who has
been receiving surgical treatment
Francis H. Bickford of New York
at Knox Hospital, has returned to and Maine was at his Belfast Road
her home on Park street.
property over tlie weekend locking
over spring work.
Mr. and Mrs Alden M. Williams,
have returned to New York, after a
Mrs. Gerald Grant is in East
visit with relatives here over thc Sullivan to care for her uncle who
weekend.
is ill.

MAINE MUSIC CO.

1890

Golden Anniversary

1940

CROSLEY RADIO SALE
FREE!!

THIS HANDSOME SELF STARTING

Electric MANTEL CLOCK

MOTHERS’ DAY SPECIAL

PUSH BUTTON RADIOS

ECONOMY
BEAUTY PARLOR

$12.99 to $22.99

EASY TERMS OF PAYMENT

SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS

MAINE MUSIC CO.
397 MAIN STREET

PHILGAS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Special Notice: All materials used are of standard make and fully guaranteed. All cut-rate ma
terials discontinued.
MRS. DWINA SMITH has returned to our
staff and will welcome all friends and patrons.

Do you remember when in Ute
theatres between acts water was
passed and candy sold? The writer
can remember ibeing in a London
theatre matinee wlien hot tea was
served with cake and tiie ushers
were a busy lot.

Why wait longer for the ipeed, cleanlinen and convenience of modern gat
cooking when Philgas costs so little?
Average users cook 270 individual
meals horn one cylinder —approxi
mately ’/|C per meal per person!

For more information write or
call—

A. C. McLOON CO.

A £5500 sterling ambulance gift
has just been acknowledged from
TF.L 51,
Tondoii. tile gift of Paul Mellon in
memory of libs disttnguisliod father

lUX'KLANn, ME.
44-tt

Every-Other-Day
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Famous Buildings
Lincoln Memorial and
Taj Mahal Are Far From
the Conflict Areas

(^SNAPSHOT GUILD
HOW ENLARGEMENTS ARE MADE

The spring of 1940. bringing in
creased air-raid protection for the
warring world's valuable buildings,
has also turned the limelight on two
famous structures far from the con
flict areas. On one side ot the
gloje. the Lincoln Memorial in
Washington, D. C.. is attracting its
annual influx of spring admirers.
In distant India, the Taj Mahal is
selling its face behind scaffolding
from which workmen w.ll take
steps to preserve its majestic dome,
recently reported to be show.ng
signs of decay.
•3tr;kingly different in architec
tural form and feeling, the Ameri
can and Indian monuments have
one qaulity in common, says a
bulletin lrom the Washington, D. C.,
headquarters of the National Geo
graphic Society. 'Both buildings
portray a marble conception of ideal
character.

An Old Letter
Written When It Took
Seven Days To Travel
Fiom Boston To
Thomaston

-a Mil; WAS NOT AFRAID

Seein’ Washington
Some of the Things
Which WiU Especially
Interest You In the
Nation’s Capital

AT PARK THEATRE FRIDAY

To answer Census Question* and
Throw In a Little. Extra Informa
tion
A census taker in Santa Rosa.
Calif., gasped when he read what
a woman*had appended to her cen
sus sheet. So will you when you
read it. for this is what she said:
“I have a two-inch appendectomy
scar.
“I dye my hair and wear padding.
"Once, before I came of age. 1
shortchanged a store clerk and later
suffered lrom repentance.
"Before I was married I occasion
ally 'necked'- with prudence, or
course.
"During my schooling I was
guilty of keeping a library book
overdue.
“I own a Dachshund and have
not purchased a dog license
"My lingerie is pink!
“I abhor census takers."

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
With tourists frequently reaching
Apropos of the expected visit of peak proportions the national capthe Census Man. I have been looking ital is expecting this year to esover some old letters etc. The fei- I tgbltsh a new tourist record, largelowing written bv my great-grand- ,y because of war's curtailment of
father. Am iriah Mar-h, who visited.,
,
,
. .
_ ..
the province cf Maine before the j fore‘«n trave1' anri lhe Presents
day of rapid transit may be of in- ' proclamation of 1940 as "Travel
terest to the air flier? of today. In America Year".
these days, Rc-ck’.and was all Thom
•Washington is many things to
aston and my lorebears, owned the
hills or part of them at the High many people, but government is still
lands, then known as Marsh's the principal Industry and tourist
MThXttJm October ye 11th. 1814,! at,ract‘on'
a blllletin from th*

being Tuesday.
Washington. D. C„ headquarters of
the National Geographic Society.
Dear children
The morning is fine and beauti “The White House last year was
ful and we expect Mr. Burrows visited by 1.530.030 men. women and
wfll soon return to the westward, children.
we therefore take this opportunity
"No record ls kept of the thou
to write.
sands who visit the Capitol to see
In the first place you no doubt the Senate Chamber and the hall
remember we sat out on Monday of the House of Representatives;
On the Park Theatre stage Friday, April 19, appears a famous radio
part of
morning the 19th of September. but the Library of Congress, bor- star, the Lone Pine Mountaineer, with the Sons of the Westerners and the plcted ten days' vacation,
niddeinrd Pont
The dav was very cold for the sea dering on the Capitol grounds, had1 Novelty Boys in their Western Jamboree and Barn Dance Revue. There ' ‘'
son. We rode to w tiere Capt Downs more than 1 C20.000 visitors ln 1939 will be five extra cartoons.—adv.
i w,th “*s parents
used to keep tavern in Walpole,
and more than half a million!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MLss Margaret Barrows is ill with
called
and
refreshed
ourselves
with
Enlarging brings out detail you can’t sea
a little brandv; the house looked strolled through the marble corri- 1
cent guest of Mr and Mrs. C E pneumonia.
Masrul.nity vs. Femininity
in a small print. Both theae prints were
natural being acquainted with it dors of the new Supreme Court GLEN COVE
Thomas Farley' returned Friday
"In the personification of the Lin made from the tame negative. Only part
Thomas Farley returned Friday!
Katherine Taylor went yes-'after being employed at Ormond
when we lived in Foxborough, about building.
a hundred years ago, ln figurative r> « . „ »..
coln Memorial, masculine strength of the negative was used, with surplus
.
from Ormond Beach. Fla . where he
terday to Washington, D C., with Beach, Fla., since las' Novetr.'oer
background and foreground area masked
G-Men's G.ll.Q. Popular
I
J
...
. , , .
style.
und simplicity might be called its
' lad employment the past winter.
out. This Is another advantage of the enlarging process—you can Include
the Rockport seniors.
Katherine Taylor is among the
We arrived that night, sun
Exhibits of broadest appeal are,
outstanding traits. Feminine grace just what you want, and omit excess msterial at the top, bottom, and about one hour high in Roxbury the various museums of the Smith- I Arthur Andrews was a visitor
Mrs. Raymond Hoch has been Rockport High School students
end exquisite decoration character
street, where we lodged and where sonian Institution which last year i Tuesday ln Fairfield.
sides of the picture.
confined to tlie house this week by enjoying a trip to Washington. D. C.
they charged us only 20 cents for reported a total of 2,233.345 visitors,
ize the Taj Mahal. One monument
Mrs Edith Overlock visited Friday j mness
IO pictures are always better
By moving the enlarger head up our lodging and trouble in the while 2.201.080 people peered into
was erected as a national shrine for
with Miss Emily Hall
j Oeorge Wool ward. keeper of
In a single summer, two flies can
than small ones. Not only is a and down, you can make prints house, which was but little "if any"
u still young nation, in honor of the large picture more impressive, but any size up to the limitations of mere than half, they charged in the cages of the National Zoologi
E B Small of Camden was re-'Rockland Breakwater, has com- produce a family of 5,603.023 000.030.
cal Park
man who had led his country also it shows more detail—bringing the enlarger. In some enlargers, the each of the other places where we
"Each day last year more than a
through a bitter civil war. The out features that can hardly be head can also be swung to a hori lodged.
thousand persons were shown the
We
rode
into
Boston
in
tlie
morn

zontal position, so that huge prints ing, where we bought a teapot which work of the Federal Bureau of In
other, rising in Agra, ancient cita- ! seen at all in the small print.
Therefore, every enthusiastic may be projected on a nearby wall. cost tl 26, and a pair of spectacles vestigation with its crime labora
del of Mohammedan conquerors, ’
was built by the Emperor Shah amateur photographer has his best One type of precision enlarger is which cost 42 which fit very well. tory'. fingerprinting files and tro
designed so that it can also be used W« were detained some time in Bos phies of the more notorious crim
Jelian as a tomb for hls favorite pictures enlarged — and, usually,
ton but finally about 10 o'clock we inal cases handled.
looks forward to the time when he as a camera, for takiug pictures.
wife.
The great advantage of enlarg sat out, traveled and took our
“The Washington Monument. 555
i an have an enlarger of his own. Of
"Arjmand Banu. who married ’he course, he can always obtain excel ing, in addition to big prints, is that course for the eastward; took the feet high, last year welcomed more
Indian ruler in 1615. bo.e her hus lent enlargements from his plioto- you can try special effects. For ex turnpike road for Newburyport, than 903 COO visitors who sought a
passed over shocking high hills, and
band 14 children before her deaih Rnisher—but the genuine hobbyist ample, by a simple process known lodged tliat night in Newburyport birds-eye view of the city. An ele
in 1639 The following year, work likes the thrill of experimenting, and as "dodging," you can hold back Wednesday morning went through vator in the towering obelisk as
certain parts of the image and give Newburyport, and arrived tliat eve cends to the top in one one-half
was started on the Agra mausoleum. ! making big prints himself.
more exposure to other parts. Thus ning at Berwick in the District of minutes.
With
a
modern
precision-built
en

Now the resting place o* both the
larger, It ls easy to produce en you can bring out detail (or sub Maine Roads very gebd as vet, ex Millions Made Daily
i mperor and hls queen it was not
largements. In some respects, it's due it) wherever you wish. Too, you cept being very hilly. The next
"Others than stamp collectors
completed lor some 22 years. Its easier than contact printing. The can make diffused prints, combina morning we got to Scarborough and
flock to the Bureau of Engraving
construction, according to som» rc-1 film negative is simply slipped into tion prints, prints with special tex the next morning being Friday we
went through Portland, Mr Bar- and IPrlnting to see the only place
roils, required the continuous labor a carrier, which fits a slot in the tures—all sorts of novel effects.
rows being kind enough to go sev in the United States where postage
Of course, for fun in photog
of 20.000 men. Its cost has been enlarger lamp house. When the
eral miles cut of the way, to let us stamps are made; lor here, in ad
rsti.uated anywhere between ton lamp is turned on, an enlarged raphy, you don’t have 'o have an see the town; we rode through sev dition, all the paper money is also
image is projected on a paper enlarger, or even make your own eral streets but could not afford engraved. The annual daily out
and fifty million dollars.
holder below the enlarger lens. You contact prints. Millions of amateurs time to go to the observatory which put is 3,333.030 notes, with a face
"The Lincoln Memorial, on the
slip a sheet of sensitized paper into don't. But for the real enthusiast would have afforded us a very great value of $14,003,030 Postage stamps
other hand, cost less than three the paper holder—make the ex enlarging adds interest and value prospect. We left Portland at 10 are run off at the rate of 46000.033
clock and traveled oh! arrived that a day. giving some measure of the!
million dollars. Although such a posure—then develop the paper as to the camera hobby.
night in Brunswick where we mall carriers' daily job. These■
monument was first planned about you would a contact print.
Tnbn vew Cnl14a»
lodged.
two years alter the President's as
Tlie college in Brunswick is a very unique operations last year attrac
elegant building in the middle of a ted 361.268 travelers to the Bureau
sassination. the cornerstone was
'Non-governmental buildings vie
pine woeds. Saturday morning we
not laid until 1915. Its dedication
crossed the ferry and arrived at for attention of visitors to Wash
bo*e 0
»<d«
aAO F°td'
was in 1922.
Damariscotta Bay where we lodged. ington Notable among these is the
«»»
Washington
Cathedral,
on
Mt.
St
We
sat
out
in
the
morning
being
Man With a Grudge
Rockland League of
Dorie Columns and Minarets
Sunday, ar.d arrived at Martin's Alban overlooking the city, where
Women Voters
Snipes Balloons Supposed
house In Thomaston about half one of the ten largest cathedrals of
"The Lincoln Memorial, enclos
after 4 o'clock, sun about an hour the world is under construction.
ing the heroic-sized figure of the
To Form Letters
and half high—being seven days on The Cathedral, the site of tombs
Anticipating
the
quadrennial
bat

wartime president, represents in
our journey, wahting an hour or of Woodrow Wilson and Admiral
general the classical form of the Editor of The Courier-Oazette;— • tle of campaign slogans, the Na two.
Dewey, was visited last year by a
Strolling down Sea street recent- tional League of W’omen Voters an
A few remarks were necessary. In quarter of a million persons.
Oreek temple. It departs from
the traditional design in several de- . ly, I met Roy. He seemed down nounces three symposia. "Economic the first place your mother was not
"Other buildings interest tourists 1
much delighted with Boston, it was
tails, however, using, for example. I hearted He spoke to me as usual principles Behind the Political Is- too large, too populous and too and architects because of their his-!
the flat roof rather than the classi but I cculd see he had something
noisy, but Newburyport she ad tory and structural beauty. The j
sues." as the program feature of mired. She was even in raptures chapel of Trinity College, near the
cal 'pedimented or triangular attic.
on hts mind. I asked him if he its National Convention to be held
the lions and tigers that are Catholic University of America, has
'Its proportions are so fine.' said
carved
and set up ln front of the been pronounced a gem of ecclesias- (
in
New
York
City
April
29-May
3.
Chief Justice Taft at the dedica was in trouble
late Andtew Dexters- house, and tical architecture; and the Octagon '
Planned
to
assist
members
of
the
tion exercises, 'that its great mass I Me said, "No. but let's go down
lock frightful enough to scare a House, home of the institute of ar- j
non-partisan League to recognize regiment of soldiers, yet to her as chitects. is a direct link with the J
and height and length and breadth to the wharf. I have something I
are suppressed ln its unity.’
| want you to see and I want to tell fundamental principles underlying well as to tne a very pleasing sight. earliest social life of the capital.
"The Custis Mansion, later the
the anticipated issues of the 1940 We passed a number of pleasant
villages and beautiful houses which
“Surrounding the huge oblong you something that happened topolitical campaign, the symposia have not been mentioned. and estate of Oen. Robert E Lee at Ar
Y®”
hall marches a colonnade 188 feet day.’’ He gave me his marine
will be interspersed with the busi which pleased your mother very lington, overlooks the capital from 1
a hill on the Virginia side of the
long and 118 feet wide. Outside, the glasses and told me to take a good
much,
but
when
we
arrived
at
home,
ness sessions at which the League
columns are of simple Doric design; look at South Island ana see If you
the lofty mountains, the rich fielcs Potomac. The estate now is the
the inner pillars are Ionic.
I can tell me who the men are that selects its own program.
of corn and grass and the friutful Arlington National Cemetery’, where
Pros and cons of a free market pastures of Thomaston were By no are Interred the remains of many
•*nf*
"In striking contrast to the solid you can see "
society as compared to a planned means pleasing to her and she still of the nation s heroic dead, includ
and simple rectangular form of the | "Sure,” said I. “I see Ernest R.,
ing
the
Unknown
Soldier
of
the
sighs
for
the
westward
or
Paw

economy will be presented by Dr
^° L,or.
Lincoln Memorial is the octagonal Fred W., Frank H , and John M."
tucket.
World War The restored Lee man
John M. Clark of Columbia Univer As
soon
as
,we
got
here,
we
found
sion
contains
a
fine
exhibit
of
He said, "That is fine. Now I 1 sity, former president of the AmeriTaj Mahal, with Its towering dome,
the town in a general alarm, the colonial furnishings.
U*®®
»
»
» Gi'r0®^
its cupolas and minarets. Seen in can tell you the story. I saw them
an Economic Association, and enemy threatening an attack at
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